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This report describes the usage of a computer program for
calculating lateral-directional stability and control derivatives
as described in reference i. The method is applicable to wing-
body combinations in subsonic flow.
In the following, a summary of the theoretical method,
program capabilities, input format, output variables and program
job control set-up are described. Then, input data of sample
test cases and the corresponding output are given. The program
listing is presented at the end.
SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL METHOD
The method is based on the Prandtl-Glauert equation in subsonic
flow. The wing is assumed to be thin, so that thickness effect
is not included. In the following, theoretical representation
of the effects of wings, vortex flow and fuselage is summarized.
Note that the effect of boundary layer separation is not accounted
for. The wing wake is assumed to be flat.
(i) Wing Representation
The wing effect is represented by using a vortex
distribution. The resulting integral equation for the wing
surface boundary condition (i.e. flow tangency) is solved
through the Quasi-Vortex-Lattice Method (QVLM) (ref. 2).
The solution of the equation is the spanwise vortex density
(7y) which is used to obtain the loading under symmetrical
flight conditions. In addition, by calculating the net
upwash along the leading edge using the predicted yy distribution,
i
(2)
the leading-edge thrust can also be calculated (ref. 2).
Note that the leadlng-edge thrust is parallel to the plane
of symmetry and is a component of the leadlng-edge suction.
The latter is perpendicular to the leading edge. For a
cambered wing, the relation between the leading-edge thrust
and suction can be found in reference 3.
For the calculation of slde-edge suction and lateral-
directional characteristics, the most important quantity
needed is the streamwise vortex density (yx) . It is calculated
by satisfying the conservation of vorticity,
___/x+ _/= 0 (i)
_x _y
In much the same way as using yy to calculate the longitudinal
characteristics, both yy and 7x are used to calculate the
lateral-dlrectlonal loading (refs. i and 2).
For a steady rolling wing, the viscous boundary layer
tends to flow toward the wing tips, so that the effective
overall angle of attack is reduced. In the program, an approximate
method based on the boundary layer thickness of a rotating disk is
used to estimate this reduction in angle of attack(ref, i).
Vortex Flow
To account for the effect of edge-separated vortex flow,
Polhamus' method of the suction analogy (ref. 4) is extended
to include the lateral-directional motion. In addition,
the following features are also incorporated in the code.
(a) Augmented vortex llft effect.
For wings with a nonzero tip chord or with swept
trailing edges, the leadlng-edge vortex may pass over
an additional (or less) planform area before reaching the wake.
The vortex lift induced on the downstream planform
area is called the augmented vortex lift (ref. 5)
(b) Strake Vortex
A strake vortex not only produces the augmented
vortex lift, but also induces downwash inboard and
upwash outboard of the strake-wing juncture. To account
for this effect, a discrete vortex starting from the
juncture to downstream infinity is introduced. The
strength of this discrete vortex is calculated by
equating the vortex llft to the Kutta-Joukowskl force:
½pV_CsC dy = 0rWledZ (2)
where c is the sectional leadlng-edge suction coefficient,
s
r is the equivalent circulation per unit length of the
leading edge, Wle is the upwash at the leading edge
and I is the length measured along the leading edge.
The total circulation or the vortex strength is then
P t ffi _dl ffi½}_ CS dy (3)
 lZ.e.
Since both c s and W&e" depend on rt' the circulation
is determined iteratively.
(c) Vortex lift on wings with rounded leading edges
The vortex lift on a wing with rounded leading
edges is known to have a value less than that with
sharp edges. The method used to estimate the reduced
vortex lift in the code is based on Kulfan's concept
(refs. 6 and 7). In the latter, the sectional angle
of attack (as ) at which the vortex separation first
occurs is calculated by equating the leadlng-edge
thrust to the leading-edge drag. For a symmetrical
wing, the result is (ref. i)
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where C is the leading-edge singularity parameter
(4)
at a given by
, x-xl )%
c =Z/m _y (-g-- (5)
and r is the leading-edge radius.
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where uI appears in the expression for leading-edge
suction (Cs) as follows
Cs ffiK [sine+ul]2 (7)
where K is a function of geometry and Mach number.
If c' is the leading-edge suction coefficient for the
S
corresponding noncambered wing, then aI can be calculated
as




To predict the vortex breakdown effect, it is




(i) the angle of attack for vortex breakdown at the
trailing edge (aBD) for any planforms;
(2) the progression of the breakdown point when
> aBD;
(3) the amount of remaining vortex lift in the region
of breakdown.
In the present method, the calculated leadlng-edge
suction distribution (CsC) is used to correlate with
the experimental data of Wentz (ref. 8) for the needed
information mentioned above.
Body Representation
The influence of fuselage on the flow field is represented
by Ward's vortex multiplets (ref. 9) distributed along
the fuselage centerline. Although the method is applicable
to arbitrary body cross sections, it has been implemented
only for bodies of revolution with any radius variation.
However, the wlng-body interference has been properly accounted
for.
PROGRAM CAPABILITIES
This program has the following main features:
It is applicable to nonplanar wing configurations in subsonic
flow, including w_nglets, vertical fins, etc. The leading
and trailing edges may be curved. Up to six (6) lifting
surfaces can be accepted. For wings with dihedral, they
may be represented by up to five (5) contiguous spanwise
panels with different dihedral angles.
(2) It is also applicable to an asymmetrical configuration.
Typical applications involve nonsymmetrical flap or aileron
deflections.
(3) General camber shapes may be defined at ten (I0) or less
spanwise stations. Option for exactly defining leading-
edse flap geometry is also provided.
(4) The twist distribution on lifting surfaces can be prescribed
in a Eeneral way.
(5) Nine (9) lateral-directional stability derivatives are
calculated for both attached flow and vortex flow. For the
latter, the effect of vortex breakdown is accounted for by
an empirical method.
(6) The control effectiveness for both longitudinal and later-
directional motions can be calculated.
(7) Ground effect under static conditions can also be calculated.
INPUT DATA FORMAT
Group i Format (13A6), I card
Title (I) A descriptive phrase describing the case to be run.
Group 2 Format 4(6X,14), i card
NCASE User's specified case number which may be arbitrary.
NGRD = i if the wings are in ground effect.
= 0 if the wings are in free air.
NASYM = 0 if the planform is symmetrical about X-Z plane.
= i if the planform is not symmetrical about X-Z plane.
In this case, only one lifting surface without winglets
is allowed, and the whole planformmust be defined,
starting from the left tip.
NSUR Number of lifting surfaces, such as wing, canard, tails,
etc. Limited to 6. Note. Winglets are not separate lifting
surfaces.
Group 3 Format 4(6X,14), i card
LAT = -i if the rolling moment coefficient for a given aileron
angle is to be computed.
= 0 for symmetrical loading only
= i if both symmetrical loading and lateral-directional
derivatives are to be computed.
For asymmetrical configurations (i.e., NASYM = i), set LAT = 0.
The resulting rolling and yawing moments are computed.
IBLC = I, if a boundary layer correction is to be applied to
roll derivatives.
= 0, if no boundary layer correction is applied.
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IBD
= i, if the effect of rounded leading edges on vortex lift
is calculated.
= 0, if full vortex lift effect is allowed.
= i, if the vortex breakdown effect is included in calculating
vortex lift.
= 0, otherwise.




Number of spanwise sections on the right wing (bounded by points of
discontinuities in geometry, such as change in sweep, edges of flap
segments, panels with different dihedral angles, etc.) Limited to 5.
(see Sketch i).
Ml(1), I=i, NC Number of spanwise strips in each spanwise section.
There are NC numbers. Maximum total number of strips is 48.
Sketch i). A minimum of 2 should be used in each section.
(See
NWING The numerical value of last wing spanwise section, i.e., its most
outboard section.
IWGLT = 1 if a winglet is present. = 2 if a vertical fin is present
inboard of wing tip. = 0, otherwise. (Winglet or vertical Fin must
be on the wing)
IPOS Winglet position indicator. The number used to identify the
configuration in the code is based on whether the winglet is
attached to the wing first or second chordwise section,
respectively. It is indicated in sketch 2. If there is no
winglet, it should be 0.
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Note. For coplanar lifting surfaces, such as a coplanar wing-tail
configuration, spanwise sections on both upstream and downstream
surfaces must line up and numbers of spanwise strips in the corre-
sponding spanwise sections must be the same. This is to avoid trail-







ZPOS - i0. 20.
_POS -
Sketch
Group 5 Format 8(6X,14)
NFP Number of trailing-edge flap segments. Limited to 5.
NJW(1), I=i, NFP Numerical value of the spanwise section in which
the trailing-edge flap segment is contained. For either clean
or full-span flap configurations, set NFPffil and NJW (i) - i.
(See Sketch 3).
NVRTX The spanwise strip number on a lifting surface, cumulative from
its center line, at which and outboard of which the leading-
edge vortex lift effect is not included. Full vortex lift
effect is assumed if this value is set to zero.
MVRTX The spanwise strip number on a lifting surface, cummulative
from its center line, at which and inboard of which the L.E.
vortex lift effect is not included.
NLEF = i, if the flaps are flat leading-edge flaps.
= O, if the flaps are trailing-edge flaps.
IV ffiI, if the lifting surface has dihedral of 90-deg. and is
situated on the plane of symmetry.
ffi0, otherwise .
NAL Numerical value of the aileron segment among the trailing-
edge flap segments. For a all-movable surface for lateral
control, NW(2) should be 0 for that surface (See Group 7).
Group 6 Format 8FI0.6, I card
DF(1), I ffii, NFP Trailing-edge flap angles in degrees, inboard
trailing-edge flap segment first. For leading-edge flaps, the
angles are negative for nose down.(See Note I).
Group 7 Format 5(6X,14), i card
NW(1) Numbers of chordwise aerodynamic panels in chordwise sections
NW(2) (See Sketch 3). The chordwise section may be bounded along





trailing-edge flap hinge line or winglet leading edge. NW(2)= 0
for clean configurations. (NW(1) +NW(2) is li_ited to 15.
Use at least 8 for N-W(1) + NW(2) for cambered sections.
= 0 for non-cambered airfoils
= 1 if camber ordinates are to be read in.
= 2 if camber slopes are defined analytically in subroutine ZCDX.
= 3 if there are flat leading-edge flaps attached to a non-
cambered wing.
Number of y stations at which camber ordinates are read in.
Limited to I0. If ICAM = 3, IST is the number of leading-
edge flap segments. If ICAM = i, at least 2 y-statlons are
needed, to cover each surface, one at the root and the other
at the tip.
Numerical value of the y-statlon at which and beyond which
the input cambers are for the wlnglet or vertical fin.
= 0 if there is no camber for the winglet or fin.
_Y
NFP=I .
NW(1)-3 -. _ ._. _NJW(1) 2










Repeat Groups 8_ 9 t I0 IST times.
Format 4F10.6
y-station (dimensional) at which camber ordinates are read in.
number of camber ordinates to be read in. Limited to 21.
CURV(1) = 0. if camber is to be formed by connecting straight segments,
with first segment being regarded as flat leading-edge flap.
= i. if cubic spline interpolation is used.
= 2. if cubic spline interpolation is used, with first segment
being flat leading edge flap.
CHND(I) Chord length at YT(I) station.
Group 9 Format 8FI0.6




z/c-values of camber ordinates at the corresponding XT(I,J)-
locations. (See Note 2_.
Omit Groups II, 12 and 13 if ICAM # 3. Repeat IST times.
Group Ii Format 2FI0.6 (See Note 3).
YLEF (I,i) Extreme inboard y-coordinate of Ith flat leading-edge
flap segment.
YLEF (1,2) Extreme outboard y-coordinate of Ith flat leading-edge
flap segment.
Group 12 Format 6FI0.6








Secondcorner point coordinates of Ith flat leading-edge
flap segment.






Third corner point coordinates of Ith flat leading-edge
flap segment.
Fourth corner point coordinates of Ith flat leading-edge
flap segment.
Note: The flat flap must be inside the
boundary of planform described
2 in Group 15.
Sketch 4
Z4
Repeat Groups 14-18 "NC" times.
Group 14 Format 6X,14




Group 15 Format 8FI0.6
Corner-point coordinates of a spanwise section.
XXL(1) L. E. X-coordinate of the inboard chord.
XXT(1) T. E. X-coordinate of the inboard chord.
YL(1) Y-coordlnate of the inboard chord.
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XXL(2) L. E. X-coordinate of the outboard chord.
XXT(2) T. E. X-coordinate of the outboard chord.
YL(2) Y-Coordinate of the outboard chord.
ZS elevation of root chord of the lifting surface relative to fuselage
centerline.
DIHED dihedral angle in degrees for the section. For NASYM s i,
DIHED for the left wing is negative upwards.
Groups 14 through 18 are to be repeated NC times. With trailing-
edge flaps or winglet, another NC cards are needed to describe
the flap and the associated regions. The order of input is
illustrated in Sketch 5. Panels with dihedral must be rotated
to X-Y plane for geometric description.
(XXL (1) ,YL(1) )
(xxT (i) ,YL(1) ) NC-3
NW(2)_O
(XXT(2) ,YL(2))-J _ Flap











chord line Wlngle t








Number of input points to define the leading edge. Limited to 15.
Number of input points to define the trailing edge. Limited to 15.
= i if the cubic spline is used to interpolate the L.E. shape.
= 0 if straight segments are assumed.
= i if the cubic spline is used to interpolate the T.E. shape.
= 0 if straight segments are assumed.
Format 8FI0.6
CA(I), I=i, NLE X-coordinates of input points to define the LE shape,
measured relative to the LE of inboard chord.
YSL(1),I=I, NLE Y-coordinates of input points to define the LE shape,
measured relative to the inboard chord. (See Note 4).
Group 18 Format 8FI0.6
CA(1), I=i, NTE X-coordinates of input points to define the TE
shape, measured relative to the TE of inboard chord.
TI YST(1), i=l, NTE Y-coordinates of input points to define the TE
REPEAT NSUR TIMES shape, measured relative to the inboard chord.
Group 19 Format 6FI0.6
AM Freestream Math number < I. 0
HALFSW Half of reference wing area, same units as (CREF) squared.
For asymmetrical configurations (i.e., NASYM = I), use total area.
CREF Reference chord length
BREF2 Reference half span
XREF x-coordinate of moment reference point.
ALPCON = i. if CL and Cm are to be computed. For this case, set
T.E. flap angles to zero. Calculation is done at = = i radian.
= 2, if the calculation is for one design lift coefficient based
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on the attached-flow theory, = 3, if it is based on the vortex
flow theory.
= 0, otherwise.
Group 20 Format 4FI0.6, 1 card
(Set the following variables to 0, If ALPCON = i.)
ALNM Number of angles of attack to be processed. If ICAM # 0 and
IBD = i, set ALNM _ 2. Limited to 15.
SNUM Number of spanwise stations involving augmented vortex lift.
DVRTX =i, if an additional discrete strake vortex is needed to
calculate the augmented vortex lift effect.
= 0, otherwise
CLDS = design llft coefficient if ALPCON = 2 or 3.
= 0, otherwise.
If AI,PC_ = i., skip Group 21.
Group 21 Format 8F10.6
ALPA(I) Angles of attack in degrees. ALNM numbers. If there are camber,
leading-edge flaps, and/or rounded leading edges, start with
a high value of angles (such as 35-40 deg.).






Spanwise strip number, cumulative from the center line of the
first lifting surface, starting from which the leading-edge
vortex produces the vortex lift augmentation on a downstream
surface. = 0. if there is no vortex lift augmentation.
Ending spanwise strip number for vortex lift augmentation.
= 0. if there is no vortex lift augmentation.
Characteristic length for augmented vortex lift effect. It
may be positive or negative. (See Note 5).
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SLETH L.E. length of the lifting surface which produces the vortex
lift augmentation.
XCNTDX-coordinate of the assumedcentroid of augmentedvortex lift.
YCNTDY-coordinate of the centroid of augmentedvortex llft.
XTILT X-distance from the outboard L.E. of the originating surface
to the T.E. of the receiving surface over which the vortex is
assumedto pass. (See Note 5).
SR The lifting surface numberreceiving the augmentedvortex
llft effect.
Groups 23 through 28 are repeated NSURtimes. Omit Groups 23 and 24 if KT=0.
Group 2 4
RC
Group 23 Format (6X,I4), i card
ICNLE = 0 for constant L.E. radius/local chord ratio.
= I for constant L.E. radius.
- 2 for variable L.E. radius/chord ratio.
Format 8FI0.6
= L.E. radius/local chord if ICNLE = 0.
= L.E. radius if ICNLE = I
= L.E. radius/local chord, if ICNLE = 2, at all spanwise control
stations.
If ALPCON = i., Groups 25 - 28 should be omitted.
Group 2 5 Format 3FI0.6
TWST = i. if there is geometric twist.
= 0. otherwise.
RINC Incidence angle, in degrees, of the lifting surface.
TINP Incidence angle, in degrees, of winglet or vertical fin,
relative to the root of the lifting surface.
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Number of y-stations to be used to describe twist distribution.
= 0. if the twist distribution is assumed to have piecewise
linear variation.
= i. if cubic spline interpolation is used.
Format 8F10.6
YTS(1) Nondimensional (based on semispan) y coordinates at which twist
angles are defined. YNUM numbers. Limited to 21.
Group 28 Format 8F10.6
CA(I) Twist angles in degrees at the corresponding y-stations.
Negative for washout (i.e., leading-edge down).
Group 29 Format 2F10.6
HEIGHT Height of 3/4 chord point of mean geometric chord from
ground if NGRD = I.
= 0., otherwise.
ATT = Pitch attitude angle of wings, in degrees.
= 0. if NGRD = 0.







= pb/2V, the maximum roll helical angle in radian.
Sideslip angle in radian.
= rb/2V , the yaw rate parameter, in radian. If RL = 0,
then pb/2V = P cos(s) and rb/2V = p sin (_).
Skin friction coefficient based on mean geometric chord,









= i. if roll derivatives in combination with sideslip are to
be computed. = 0. otherwise.
Format 4(6X,14)
= i if a fuselage is present
= 0 otherwise
number of Fourier-serles terms, excluding the zero-order
term, to satisfy the body surface boundary condition. Usually,
2 or 3 will be sufficient.
number of circumferential locations on the body surface at
which the pressure loading is to be computed. For midwing
configurations, use even number. Limited to I0.
number of control stations along the fuselage axis. Limited to
20.
Group 32 Format 5FI0.6
XAS(1) X-coordinate of the fuselage nose.
XAS(2) X-coordinate of the fuselage tail.
FUSIND = 0. if the fuselage geometry is to be defined analytically




FUSNO number of fuselage stations to be input to define the fuselage
shape if FUSIND = i. Limited to 21.
= 0. otherwise.
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FSHAP= I. if the input fuselage shape is to be interpolated through cubic
spline interpolation.
= 0. if the input points for the fuselage shape are connected
with straight segments.
= arbitrary if FUSIND = O.
X1 the body station in fraction of body length at which the rate of
change of cross-sectional area with body length first reaches
max. negative value. See Datcom.
Groups 33, 34 must be omitted if FUSIND - 0
Group 33 8FI0.6
XFF(1) X-coordinates of fuselage to input its radius.
Group 34 8FI0.6
RFF(1) radii of fuselage at XFF(1) stations.
FUSNO numbers.
* To run additional cases, repeat Groups 1 - 34 *
Note: Total number of unknowns to be solved in the program
NSUR
Z [(ZMI(1)) * (NW(1) + NW(2))] + NF*NT
An example of calculating total number of unknowns is given on page 61.
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Notes
i. For ailerons, only those on the right wing are prescribed.
Antlsymmetrical deflection is assumed. Downward deflection
is positive. For rudders with conventional positive deflections
(i.e. deflected to the left), the input angles must be negative.
For flap angles given normal to a hinge llne, they must
be •converted to those measured in the streamwise direction
for input as "DF". The conversion relation can be derived
by vector analysis and is given as follows:
sin_ = sin6 cos A (9)
s n
where _s is the flap angle measured in the streamwise direction,
is that normal to the hinge line and A is the sweep angle
n
of the hinge line.
2. For a conical camber, a useful mathematical description of
the shape can be found in Appendix B of reference 3.
Equal spacing of input points is the best if cubic
spllne is to be used for interpolation.
3. For a plane flap, a useful exact description of its geometry
and deflection can be found in Appendix B of reference 3.
It can be described by the following equation
ax + by + cz + d = 0 (i0)
whe re
a = (Y4 - Yl ) (z3 - z2) - (Y3 - Y2 ) (z4 - Zl)
b-- (x3- x2) (z4 - zi) - (x4- xI) (z3- z2)
c = (x 4 - Xl) (Y3 - Y2 ) - (x3 - x2) (Y4 - Yl )
z
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For the input of a curved leading edge, the coordinates (x,y)
(ii)
of the leading edge of inboard chord are regarded as (0,0).
5. The choice of CTILT is based on reference 5. On the other
hand, XTILT is to represent the severity of adverse pressure
gradient over which the vortex must pass. As a result of
using XTILT, the vortex may break down earlier. For a simple
wing planform, both CTILTand XTILT are the same. For strake-
wing configurations, theyare different in general. The choice
is somewhat empirical in nature. The following examples will
illustrate their choice based on experience.
(i) A strake-wing configuration
This example is taken from reference I0 and is as













X 4.038 = 2.9258
9.73
Note that for a strake, XTILT is to be expressed in
terms of the root chord (4.038) of an equivalent delta
wing for the strake. Similarly,
CTILT = 9.9853 - 9.9085 = 0.0768
Wing'{
XTILT = CTILT - 0.0768
A strake-wing body configuration
This example is taken from reference ii and is as
















In this case, the aft fuselage will contribute to the
adverse pressure gradient for the strake vortex. The
projected fuselage area on the X-Y plane downstream
of the wing leading edge can be calculated to be
37.882- 17.1544 + 37.882 - 18.603
:X 1.5 = 30.0050.
2
Divided by the total width of the strake region, this is




Therefore, the total distance of adverse pressure region
is
9.0869 + (30.335 - 18.603) = 20.8189
This must be expressed in terms of the root chord of an
equivalent delta wing of the strake as
20. 8189
XTILT =
30. 4865 - 2.0482
CTILT is given by
CTILT = 30.335 - 20.3432 = 9.9918 (for strake vortex)
For the wing,
CTILT = 30.153 - 26.8114 = 3.3416
X (20.3432 - 5.0312)=Ii.21 (for
strake vortex)
XTILT = CTILT = 3.3416
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(3) Second strake-wing body configuration
This example is taken from reference


















The projected fuselage area on the X-Y plane down-
stream of the wing leading edge can be calculated to be
1-0.4426 + i - 0.4943
X 0.0305 ffi0.016212
2
Divided by the total width of the strake region, this is




It follows that the total distance of adverse pressure
region is
0.8029 - 0.4943 + 0.1482 = 0.4568
This is expressed in terms of the root chord of an




CTILT is given by
CTILT = 0.8029 - 0.6280 = 0.1749 (for strake vortex)
For the wing,
CTILT = 0.8524 - 0.87297 = -0.02057
XTILT = CTILT = -0.02057
X (0.6280 - 0.1420) = 0.32
(for strake vortex)
OUTPUT VARIABLES
(i) At the beglnning of the output, all input data will be printed.
HALFSW = half of reference wing area
CREF = reference chord
(2) Vortex element endpoint coordinates
(XI,YI,Zl) coordinates of the inboard endpoint of a bound
vortex element
(X2,Y2,Z2) coordinates of the outboard endpoint of a bound
vortex element
(3) Control point coordinates
One set of (XCP, YCP, ZCP) values defines a control point
location
(4) Tip suction
X/C nondimensional x coordinate with respect to tip chord
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CTIP
= St(x)/ (½OV_ct), where St is the tip suction force






y divided by half span
! !
yy(X , y) dx
(5) Pressure distribution in attached flow
XV nondimensional chordwise location (referred to local chord)
YV nondimensional spanwise location (referred to semispan




Y/S nondimensional y-station, referred to semispan of
the lifting surface
CL Sectional lift coefficient
CM sectional pitching moment coefficient about the Y axis
CT sectional leading-edge thrust coefficient
CDI sectional induced drag coefficient
CS*C sectional suction coefficient multiplied by local chord
CAV sectional axial (along X-axis) force coefficient due
to leading edge vortex
(7) The next group of output variables is the overall aerodynamic
characteristics in attached potential flow. If ALPCON = 1.0,
the lift and pitching moment coefficients will be CL and _ .
(8) If ALPCON = 1.0, the factors, Kp, Kv,le , and Kv,se etc.
to be used in the method of suction analogy for a noncambered
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wing will be printed next. They are used in the following
formulas:
CL = Kpsinacos2a + (Kv,£e
2
+ Kv se).sin acosa
CDi = CLtana
m
£eSin2a x£e + K sin2aC = K sinacosa + K








If a fuselage is present, the pressure coefficient (Cp)
at (X/L, THETA) will be printed, where L is the fuselage
length and THETA (i.e. e) is measured clockwise (facing
upstream) from the positive Z axis (i.e. upwards).
fuselage local loading is defined as
The
2_
CN ---_ I C (rd6) cose
r o p
(12)
The overall fuselage aerodynamic coefficients are all
based on the input reference area and chord.
Next, the attached flow results are summarized. For the lift
coefficient, ,_
CL(LS) the total lift coefficient from all lifting surfaces
CLF the total lift coefficient from the fuselage
CL = CL(LS) + CLF
Similar definitions apply to CD and Cm.
Total aerodynamic coefficients to be used in the method of
suction analogy are summarized as follows, using the llft
coefficient (CL) as an example.








the leading-edge vortex lift
the side-edge (i.e. tip) vortex lift
the augmentedvortex lift
the "potential-flow" componentof CL due to the
strake discrete vortex
CLDVV the vortex lift component due to the strake discrete
vortex
CLF the fuselage lift
CL total lift coefficient
CAXP the axial force coefficient in potential flow, negative
for pointing forward
CAXV the axial force coefficient due to leading-edge vortex
For an asymmetrical configuration or a configuration with
lateral or directional control input, the resulting rolling
(CL) and yawing (CN) moments will be printed for both attached
and vortex flows, with and without tip suction effect.
Based on experience, those without tip suction effect seem
to agree better with limited windtunnel data.
The lateral-directional stability derivatives are defined
in accordance with standard definitions as follows:
BC
CYB =__X
38 , C = side force/q Sre fY
CLB = _--_-- , Cl = rolling moment/q Sre f bre f
3C
----n-n Cn = yawing moment/q Sre f bre fCNB = 26 '
_C
CYP = _-__ , where p = pb/2V is an input variable and p
P












, where r _ rb/2V is an input variable and r









The bending moment distribution and the bending moment
coefficients at the root chord for the attached flow
will be printed last.
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PROGRAMJOBCONTROLSET-UP
The code can be run in o_erlays or segmentation. The following
segmentation set-up is for the Cyber 175 computer system at the NASA
Langley Research Center.
SEGMENTATION DIRECTIVES FOR THE UNIVERSITY

































With existing dimensions for some arrays, a total number of
unknowns equal to 195 is allowed. The minimum memory for
execution with overlays is 80K (decimal).
Four (4) working disk files are needed during execution.
They are designated as (01), (02), (03) and (04).
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This program was written in Fortran IV language and is
operational on CDC Cyber i75 computer system at NASA Langley
Research Center. For other computer systems, the library subroutine
for matrix inversion may have to be changed. It is located in
subroutine INVN.
The followlng table is an index to the program listing.















define fuselage radii 92
define derivative of fuselage radius 93
with x and multiplied by radius
calculate fuselage volume effect 93
calculate the effect of fuselage 95
on wings
set up the normalwash matrix for 96
fuselage due to fuselage
define analytical camber slopes 97
calculate local twist angles 97
define camber shapes 98
cubic spllne interpolation of 99
camber slopes






















determine the location of a point
relatlve to a leadlng-edge flap
read and manipulate input data
define fuselage geometry
paneling of lifting surfaces
cubic spllne subroutine
define curved leading edges
define curved trailing edges
set up downwash matrix and obtain
solutions
invert downwash matrix
calculate downwash matrix of wings
due to wings
calculate normalwash coefficient on
fuselage due to wings
manipulate velocity computations
due to fuselage
calculate the source distribution
for the fuselage volume effect
manipulate aerodynamic calculation
calculate leadlng-edge thrust
calculate streamwise vortex density
and slde-edge suction
calculate additional loading due to

































perform spanwise integration to obtain 169
the strength of a discrete strake
vortex
calculate the effect of lateral- 170
directional motions
calculate downwash due to additional 176
wake vortices in sideslip
calculate downwash due to a discrete 180
voEtex
estimate the vertical position of 180
the discrete strake vortex. Not
used currently.
compute and output total aerodynamic 180
forces and moments
calculate pressure coefficient on 229
fuselage
calculate veloclties on fuselage surface 232
due to wings
calculate fuselage forces and moments 235
calculate vortex-breakdown angles 239
of attack
determine the fraction of remaining 247
vortex llft
determine the decrease in alpha of 247









determine the location of vortex-
breakdown point on the wing
calculate bending moment
calculate backwash due to image
vortices in ground effect




















THIS PROGRAM IS BASEO ON THE OUASI VORTEX LATTICE METHI_O BY
C, EOVAPO LAN OF UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
REFERENCF JOURNAL OF AIRCRAFT VOL, 11_ NO, q, SEPTe 197¢p































COMHqN faJGI ALP_JI_CP(ZOO|eGAPPt2OO)eGA_B(_OO)_(:A"_(_00) VS
I_GA_W(ZOO)_?ICP(ZOO)_DZY(2OO)_BPR(6_50)_FML(e_O),CSU(_O) VS
COMMON IS_SI NASYM_NSUR_LPANEL_ICAMS_NUHStIAGVX_PT VS
leNAU_IfDePOKePISeTDIHeALPINC_IRL_FTeP[eALOeAL7 VS
2,NC1,NC2, IBLC V$




COMMON IVPDNI ICOUNT_YBARIb, 2)_YCMX(_)_STP(_)eYPRI6_2)_Y_R_R(_VS
12)_Y_RBL(b_?)_YDZ(6_Z)eYDRZ(6eZ)_YOL2(6e2)eA_D(6e2))A_DR(6e2) VS
I_ABDL(6_2)_Y_EF(6)_YCBR(6_2)_YCBL(6_2) VS






COqHON I_EROI AM_B_CL(_O)_CT(SO)_CD(50)_C_(50) VS
CON_ON ICONSTI NCS_NCM_RI(6_5)_MJ_I(6_2_)_J_2(6_2_5)_NJ_(6_5)_ VS
1NFP(6)_N_(6_2) VS









































































FORMAT [2X_lTHANGLE OF ATTACK -_FB.3_2X_H_E_.I







































































































C CALL LLZNK(bHL INK22 )
CALL DWASH
C CALL LL INK (bHLINK33)
CALL SOLUTN
C CALL LLINK (6HLINK46)
CALL LOAD
C WRITE (JPTelS) ItPbNALP
















DEFINE THE FUSELAGE RADIUS AS A FUNCTION O_ X *
FIObB,ASSUHED TO BE SIMILAR TD THAT OF NASA _EMO-
10-5-58A FROM NOSE TO C.G.










12 IF (X.GE.XFF(K) °AND. X.LT.XFF(K+I)) GO TO 1S
K'K+I








































































































ZF (IFR ,NE. O) GO TO 10
DEFINE THE DERIVATIVE OF FUSELAGE RADIUS VZTH DIRENSIONAL X
RULTIPLIED BY RADIUS_ ORp =R(nRIDX) , *
FIO6B










12 IF (X,GE,XFr(K| ,AND, X .LT, XFF(Y÷I)) GO TO
K=K÷I



























































































































FT=-(AI÷A2) IR÷ ( XFF+B2 ) IP






IF (f4Z ,NE, 0) GO TO ?0
ZK'O








XSR= SORT( XS'I'XS+S'l, R,I,R )
RFX=XS/XSRIR
VN=t4N+ (RFL-RFX) _VARD{ J )eSNP(NZjM)'_SIFNF



















































































































































































































































































IF (N .EO. O)GD TO 10
RFL'I,
IF (N .GF. 2)GD TO 15
IF (I .EO. NF) RFL-O=




IF (1 .NE. NF) RFL-AllAZ

































































DEFINE THE CAMBER SLOPEr OZDXp AT ANY X_Y LOCATT_N IN CLCSED
WHERE X AND Y ARE OINENSIONAL COORDINATES REFERRED TO C,G,
2











ZC=-R +SORT ( ReR-( Y-YB ) teE)
ZCX=O.
IF(IK.EO.1) GO TO 5
7CX.. (0.46188e (Y-YB)-O • 4ZO473tTC ) / ( 7C+R )
DZOY=-(Y-YB) I ( ZC+.R ).
CONTINUE
Y-ZC





















IeK].AND.Y.LT.YTS(_pK÷I)) GO TO 2























































IF (YeLT.YTS(ZJl)) GOTO 6 VS
K=NYM(I)-I VS
GO TO 2 VS
K=I V$





TO OEFINE CAMBER SHAPES V$
COMMON
lwkia, YLF (6P 10_,4} t SLPI(6p 10)
OIMENS ION IST(1)9ICAM(1)
XE-Xl
RW=OIDX . • : '.:.
RR'OZOY : .... ; '
L . •' • "
020X"O.
DZOY"O,,
IF [ICAM(K),,EO.1) GO TO 2




3 IF (Y.GE.YLEF(_,Iel).AND.Y.LE.YLEF(KpIp2)) GO TO 5
I'I÷l
IF (I,GT,IST[K)) GO TO 1_














































































GO TO 15 VS






TO CALCULATE CAMBER SLOPES VS







3 IF (Y.GE.YT(Kp]).AND.Y.LT.YT(_pI+I)) GO TO 2 VS
I'I+1 VS
IF (I.EO.IST(K)) GO TO 6 VS
GO TO 3 VS
6 ZF (Y.LT.YT(KP1)) I'1 VS




IF(ICV.NE.2) GO TO 4 VS
XFI=XT{KtlpE)eCHNDIKpI) VS










IF (IH(K_Z).GT.Z) ZO(Z)-DD_(K_I_EI$CHND(K_I) V_
IF (IM(KeI),LE.?) 7C(1)-(CCM(K_I_I)+DDH(K_IeI))*CHNC(K_I) VS
IF (IM(K_I+I).GT.2] ZO(ZI=OOe(K,I+1,2)*FAC VS
IF (IM(K_I+ll,LE,2) 70(2)-(CCM(K,I+I_t)÷DDM(K,I+I_ll)_F_C VS
DK-(TO(1)+(IO(Z)-ZO(1))eYF)ICHDRD V$
DELTA=DELTA-DK VS
GO TD 1_ VS
K'1 VS
1 IF (X.GF.XT(L_I_W).AND.X.LT.XT(L_I_K+I)) GO TO 5 VS













































ZY(IK ) -ZY(ZK) eCHND(LJ I )
GO TO 15





15 IF(IK.EQ.2) GO TO 25









ZR=ZZ (1)+(ZZ ( 2)-7Z ( I] )'I'YF
DY=YT (L J,X)-YT(L s'1'-1 )






















TD SOLVE EOUAT'J'ONS gITHOUT MATRIX
DIMENSION AA(1)eCA(1)eA(1)
NC=K,_NCl






































































IF (I.GT.KNC) GO TO 7
MMs(M-Z)*NCI+I






































































































COMMON IAEROI AM_BeCL(SO)eCT(SO)eCD(50)eCM(50) VS
COMMON ICONSTI NCS_NCW_MI(b_5)_MJWI(6_Z_5)_MJW2(6_2_5)_NJW(6_5}_ V$
1NFP(_)_NW(6_2) VS
COMMON ICAMBI ICAM(6)_IM(6_lO)_XT(6_IO_21)_AAM(_IO_20)_BfiM(6_IC_ VS
120)_CCM(6_lO_ZO)_DOM(6_lO_20)_YT(6_lO)_CURV(6p]O)_CHNO(6_10) V$










COMMON IAJGI _LPeJleCP(ZOO)tG_MP(2OO)eGAMP(2OO)_GAIIP(_O0) VS
I_GAMX(ZOO)_ZZCP(ZOO)_DZY(2OO)_BPP(b_SO)_HL(_=O)_CSU(_O) VS












COMMON IFUS_AD/ IFR_IFN_XFF(Z1)_RFF(21)_AAF(20)_BBF(2C)_CCF(20)_ VS
IODr(20) V$
COMMON IFUSI XF(20)eXCF(20)eRF(20)eSNP(_e20)eXLEFeXTFFeWAPO(20)e V$
1NCUM_NFeNTeCSF(5_IO)_XAS(_)eNKF(5)eFO_FIOeKFeNTLeLWFeWKNeROXeXl VS
COMMON IINOUTI INPTeJPT V$
2 FORMAT (8F10,6) V$
3 FORMAT (8(6X_1_)} VS
















































6 FORMAT (15H CASE NUMBER = pI2) V$
? FORMAT (6FI0._) V$
8 FORMAT ****6*Ht***************************************) VS
600 FORMAT(llHOINPUT DATA) VS
403 FORMAT(37HOVORTEX ELEMENT ENOROINT COORDINATES-) VS

































FILE (O,)_BUX(6.5)IS FOR NORMALWASH INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX. VS
SUBROUTINE WING. VS
FILE (02) IS FOR INVERTED INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT MATRIX, SEE VS
SUBROUTINE INVN. VS
FILE (03) IS FOR WAKE-INDUCED NORMALWASH IN LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL
MOTION, SEE SUBROUTINE WBETA,
e,, USEROS CASE NUMBER ***
NGRO=I IF THE WING IS IN GROUND EFFECTp -0 OTHERWISE
NASYM-O IF THE PLANFORM IS SYMMETRICAL ABOUT Y-AXIS
•I OTHERWISE. IN THIS CASE. THE WHOLE PLANFORM MUST BE
DEFINED. STARTING FROM THE LEFT TIP.
NSUR - NUMBER OF LIFTING SURFACES_ SUCH AS WTNGe CANARDe TAILSP


































** LAT=-I IF THE ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT AT A GIVEN AILERON ANGLE VS
IS DESIRED VS
=0 FOR NO LATERAL MODE OF MOTION VS
• 1 IF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES ARE TO BE COMPUTEO VS
FOR ASYMMETRICAL CONFIGURATIONS, (I,E, NASYM-1). SET LAT=O VS
IBLC-I IF A BOUNDARY LAYER CORRECTION IS TO BE ALPPLIED TO ROLL VS
DERIVATIVES. -OJ OTHERWISE VS
KT-1 IF THE LEADING EDGE IS A ROUNDED ON AND ITS EFFECT ON L,E, VS
THRUST WILL BE INCLUDED, =Oe OTHERWISE VS

















































• OJ, OTHERWISE, VS
VS
READ (INPT,3} LAT,IBLCpKT,IBD V$
WRITE(JPTp3) LATpIBLCpVTJIBD VS
1_2"0. VS
00 1415 I'lp6 VS
XTILT(I)=O, V$
NX(I)=O VS
DO 1415 J=lplO VS
BREAK ( I,J )•0. VS
1_15 CONTINUE VS
DO 1122 K"lpNSUR VS
NSS-O VS
VS
NC, NUHBER OF SPANWISE SECTIONS ON A SURFACE VS











***NVYHG • THE NUMERICAL ORDER OF LAST HING SPANHISF SECTION **_ VS
** IWGLT=I IF A HINGLET Tn BF REPRESENTED BY A T_IL IS PP_SENT ee VS
*# IWGLT-2 IF THE HINGLET IS AT A LOCATION AHAY F_OPl THE _ING TIP eeVS



















e_tNFP=NUMBER OF FLAP SPANS.
NJH=NUMERICAL ORDERS OF FLA9 SPANS AMONG THE $PANVISE SECTIONSe
* NOTE, THE NUMBFR OF FLAP SPANS IS LIMITED TO FIVE *





















* NVRTX=VORTEX STRIP NUMBER AT AND OUTBOARO OF UHTCN THE L,E, VORTEXVS
LIFT EFFECT 1S NOT INCLUDED, IF IT IS ZEROp TOYAL VORTEX LIFT VS
EFFECT IS ASSUMFD, VS































































EFFECT IS NOT INCLUDED
NLEF-1 IF THE FLAPS ARE L,E. FLAPS
=0 FOR T,E, FLAPS
IV'1 IF THE CORRESPONDING LIFTING SURFACE HAS DIHEDRAL OF 90-DEG
AND IS NOT SYMMETRICAL ABOUT X-AXIS
































*** NU(I)=NURBER OF CHOROUISE VOPTEX .FLEMENTS IN CHO_UISE SECTIONS, VS
ICAM=O FOR TERn CAMBFR ":i: VS
=I FOR CAMBER ORDINATES TO B_ READ IN VS
-2 IF CAMBER ORDINATES ARE DEFINED ANALYTICALLY IN SUBROUTINE VS
ZCDX FOR WING V_
-3 IF THERE ARE PLANE L,E, FLAPS ATTACHED TO A PLANE WING. IN VS
THIS CASE_ IST IS THE NUMBER OF L.Eo FLAPS. VS
IST=NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS AT WHICH CAMBFR ORDINATES ARE READVS
IN. LIMITED TO 10 VS
ICAMT-NUMERICAL ORDER OF THE Y-STATION BEYOND WHICH THE INPUT CAM-VS
BERS ARE FOR THE WINGLET OR VERTICAL FIN, VS
- 0 IF THFRE IS NO CAMBER FOR THE WINCLET OR FIN,




C *** IF ICAM=I, READ IN THE X-COORDINATES AND THE CAMBER ORDINATES
C YT-Y-STATION AT WHICH CAMBER ORDINATES ARE TO BE READ IN
C (OIMENSIDNAL)
C XNUW=NUMBFR OF CAMBER ORDINATFS TO BE READ IN. LIMITED TO El
C CURV-O. IF CAMBER IS FORMED BY CONNECTING STPAIGHT SEGMENTS
C WITH FIRST SEGMENT BEING L.E. FL_P
C =1, IF CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION IS USEP
C -2, IF CUBIC SPLINE INTFRPOLATION IS LISECe WITH FIRST SEGMENT VS
C BEING L.E. FLAP VS
C CHND=CHORD LENGTH AT YT-STATION VS


























































READ (INPT, 2) YT(KpI)_XNUMjCURV(K,Z),CHND(KjI)







WRITF (JPT,2) (CA(J|_J'I_IR) ,.
DO lq4 KOalJIR :. ,.
AW(KO )"XT(K9 I,KO)
IFtICV.EO.O) GO TO lq7
CALL SPLINE (IRj.AWJ,CAsGAPPsGAMXpGAPB,GAMR)










IF(_BS(_(J)-AW(J-1)).LE.1.E-20) GO TO 190
CCM(KJ, lsJ-1)-(CA(J)-CA(J-1) )/(AW(J}-A_(J-I))







IF CHND-O,, USE ACTUAL
TO 2005
INBOARD Y-COOPDIHATE OF ^ t,E. FLAP.








































XlpYlpZlp ETC. ARE CORNER POINT CODPDINATFS OF A i.F_ FL_P, I_:PUT V_
IN CLOCKWISE ORDERp FIRST FROM THE MOST IHBOARD _INT. V3
K2 - IST(K) VS
DO 2006 I-],K2 VS
REAO (I_PT92) (YLEF(KpIjKO)tKO-I_2) VS
_RITE(JPTs2) (YLEF(K_IsKQ)_KO-I_2) V_
READ (INPT_2I XLF(K_I_II,YLF(K_I_}_ZI_XLF(K_i,_}_YLF(V_I_2"|_Z2 VS
WRITE(JPT_2) XLF(K,Itl)sYLF(K_I_I)_ZlsXLF(R_I_2),YLF(K_I_2)_Z2 VS







































13]-XL F (Kp I, ?)
IF(ABS(XNF(Kp
IF (APS (ZNF (K_,
CONTINUE










I]).LT.I.E-4.AND.ABS(Z3).GT.1.F-4) GO TO 171 V$
























K2 " NCfK) V_
DO 10 KK=I_K2 VS
C VS
C IPN=I IF THE SHAPES OF SECTION LEAPING AND TRAILING E_G?S ARE VS
C D_PINED NUMERICALLY, -0 OTHERWISE VS
C V_




C _* COORDINATES OF BREAK CHOPDS BOUNDING SPANWISE SECTID_ FROM VS
C ROOT TO TIP ON THE PIGHT WING *** VS
C * DIHEO•THE DIHEDRAL ANGLE IN DEGREES FOR THE SECTION • VS
C FOR NASYM=le OIHED FOR LEFT WING IS MEASURED FROM NF_ATI%'E Y-AXIS V$

































WRITE (JPTtE) ((XXL (I) j, XXT(I ]pYL (I) JI=lJ2)pTSjOIHED)
TANL-O.
TANT=O.
IF(K,NE,Z] GO TO 15
If: (L oEO.I.ANOoKKo E0o11 TANL,, (XXL (2 ]-XXL (Z)) I (YL (2)-YL (1) ]
IF(KK.EO.1) TANT,,(XXT[2)-XXT(I!)I(YL(2)-YL([))
15 CONTINUE





4,.,i,IF IPN-O, SKIP THE FOLLOWING INPUT DATA
IF(IPN.EQ.O) GO TO 2320
C
C ***NLE-NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS TO PEFINE THE LE. LIMITED TO 15
C NTE-NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS TO DEFINE THE TED LIMITED TO 15
C MCVL=I IF THE CUBIC SPLINE IS USED TO IPTERPOLATE THE LE SHAPE
C '0 IF STRAIGHT SEGMENTS ARE ASSUMED FOR THE LE SHAPE
C MCVT-I IF THE CUBIC SPLINE IS USED TO INTERPOLATE THE TE SHJP_





C e** CA, YSL=X-ANO Y-COORDINATES CP INPUT POINTS TO DEFINE TH_ LE
C SHAPE RELATIVE TO THE LE OF INBOARD CHORD




IF(MCVL°EQ.O) GO TO 2321
CALL SPLINE (NLEgYSLpCApAOLpBOL_COLpDOL}
GO TO 232_












IF(MCVT,EO,O) GO TO 2324
































































































IF(KK,EO,NC(K)) GO TO 130
IF(IWING(K).NE.OoANDoKK°EO,NWING(K)) GO
CPS_L(NSW)=IO0.









































































































IF(HASYM.EO.1.AND.KK.EO.1) GO TO 2105
IF(XWING(K)eNE,OeANOeKKeEOeN_ING(K)) GO TO $1
IF(KK,NE.NC(K)) GO TO 112













IF (L .EO. 2) _0 TO 107
LPANI(K)'LPANEL












ZF(KeGTol) N$(K )=N$ (K-l) ÷NSSI2



























































































HAL_SW • REFERENCE HALF WING AREA (IF PLA_FOR_ IS NOT SYmMeTRICAL VS
ABOUT X-AXISe SET HALFSW-TDTAL AREA) VS
CREF • REFERENCE CHORD VS
BREFE=RFFERENCE HALF SPAN VS
ALPCON=I. IF ALDHA-1, RADIAN (IN THIS CASEpPUT ALPHA=O, AND VS
OF =0.)* "0. OTHERWISE VS
IF ALPCON = 2., THE CALCULATION IS FOR ONE DESIGN LIFT CDEFFICIENTVS
,RASED ON.THE ATTACHED-FLOW THEnRY











READ (INPT, 2) AMpHALFSWJCREFpBPEF2pXREFDALPCON
WRITE(JPTJ2) AMpHALFSW_CREFpBREFZpXREFpALPCON
IF(AM.GT.I.) GO TO 20
GO TO 21
20 WRITE(JPT,22)
EE FORMAT(12X,3/*H*** THIS JOB IS ABORTED IN GEMTRY._/SXP/*3HA SUPFRS_NVS

























e,, THE _OLLOWING DATA SHOULD BE ALL O. IF ALPCON=I.
ALNM=NUMBFR OF-ALPHA TO BE EVALUATED.
SNUM=NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS INVOLVIN{ LIFT AUGMEHTATIOtl
OVRTX = 1, IF AN ADDITIONAL DISCRETE VORTEX IS NEEDED TO
CALCULATE THE AUGMENYED VORTEX LIFT EFFECT. -0. OTNEPWISE.
CLDS = DESIGN LIFT COEFFICIENT IF ALPCON = Z. OR 3*
• 0 OTHERWISE
SNI,SNE • SPANWISE STRIP NUMBFRS AT WHICH AND WITHIN WHICH THE
LEADING-EDGE VOPTEX PRODUCES LIFT AUGMENTAT[OH ON A CO_STREAM
SURFACE, =0, IF THERE IS NO VOPTEX LIFT AUGMFNTATIOH,
CTILT - CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH FOR AUGMENTED VORTEX EFFECT, PAY BE VS
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE.
SLETH • LE LENGTH
XCNTD • X-COORdINATE OF THE CENT_rIID OF AUGWENTED VORTEX LIFT.
YCNTD•Y-COORDINATE OF THE CENTROID [1F AUGMENTFD VORTEX LIFT
XTILT • FOUIVALFNT X-DISTANCE CREATING AN _OVERSE PRESSURE
GRADIENT OVER WHICH THE VD_TEY IS ASSUMED T_. PASS,













































ANGLES OF ATTACK IN DEGREES. IF
AND/OR ROUNDED LeF,eSTART WITH A
ALFA(1)'O°








THEgE ARE CAWBFRe L,EeFLA9





















WPITE ( JPTe 2)
1SR
IF (SLETH(I) ,LT, 1, E'8) SLETH(I )ll,
NVLI (I)..SNI
NVL2 ( I ) 1SNE
NUR(I )-SR
IF(NUR (I}.EO.O) NUR(1)-I






























































































C ' * IF KT = O, THE FOLLOWING Z INPUT LISTS HUST BE SKIPPED,
IF(KToEOoO) GO TO 1119



















































C t,. ICNLE • 0 FOR CONSTANT LE RADIUS/LOCAL-CHORD RATIO. IN THIS CASEjVS
C THIS RATZn IS THE ONLY INPUT. V$
C • I FOR CONSTANT LE RADIUS. IN THIS CASE, ONLY THIS VALUE V$
C OF RADIUS IS INPUT. VS
C • 2 FOR VARIABLE LE RAOIUS-CHORD RATIO. IN THIS CASE, ALL VS
C VALUES OF THIS RATIO AT SPANWISE CONTROL STATIONS (NCS VALUES) V$









C THE FOLLO_ING INPUT _ATA ARE NOT NEEDED IF ALPCON =I*
IF (IALP *EO*I) GO TO 1124
C TWST • 1. IF THEPE IS GEO_ETPIC TVIST
C • 0. OTHERWISE
C RINC • INCIDENCE ANGLE IN DEGREES
C TINP • INCIDENCE ANGLE OF _INGLET OR VERTICAL FIN IN DEGREESp
C RELATIVE TO THE ROOT OF THE LIFTING SURFACE
C





IF (IT_ST(_).EO.O) GO TO 1124





TCURV=O. IF THE TUIST DISTRT_UTION IS PIECEMISE LINEAR
-I. IF IT IS CONTINUOUSLY VARYING
READ (INPT, E) YNUM_TCURV
WRITE (JPT, 2) YNU_, TCURV
NYM(K) =YNUI_
NTCV•TCURV
e_*_._Y.TSmTHF NONOIN_NSIONAL Y-COr]_DIHATFS AT _/HICH TWIST ANC,LES ARE
113
DEFINED. LIMZTES TO 21. VS
FOR WINGLETS OR VERTICAL FINSp THE HALF SPAN OF THE ATTACHED VS
LIFTING SURFACE IS USED TO DEFINF YTS VS



















IF (NTCV.EO.O) GO TO 1127
CALL SPLINEfNOjAWjCAjGARPpGAHXpGANB,GAMR)








































• tt HEIGHT-HEIGHT OF 316 CHORD POINT OF M.A.C. FPOH GROUND ;F NGRD-leVS
• O. OTHERWISE. ATT•PITCH ATTITUDE OF WING IN DEGREES,








P-PeBI(Z._V) -MAXI_UH ROLL HELICAL ANGLE IN RADIAN
8K'SIOE SLIP ANGLE IN RADIAN
RL•RSBI(Z,IV) •YAW RATE PARAMETER
IF RL=O.p THE YAW RATE PARAHETER WILL BE CALCULATED AS P$SIN(ALP}VS
RAND ROLL RATE PARAMETER AS P$COS(ALP). VS
CFF • SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT BASED ON _EAN AEPODYNARIC VS
CHORD IF IBLC • 1. -OR OTHERWISE. VS


















































IF(LAT.EQ.I .AND. ABS(P).LT.O.O0001) P=O.1







































































.READ (INPT_ 3) KF,NT, NCUMpNF
...WR__TE_!J PT,.3.} K F, NT, NCIIM, NF
t,, KF-1 IF THE FUSELAGE IS PRESENTp =0 OTHERWISE. NT-NUMBER OF
FOURIER TfRMS EXCLUDING THE 7ERO-OPDER TERM° NCU_=NUHBER OF CIR-
CUMFERENTIAL LOCATIONS AT WHICH PRESSURE LOADING IS TO BE COMPUTEDVS
• NF=NUMBER OF CONTROL STATIONS ALONG THE FUSELAGE AXIS o,, VS





























































C $t$ X-COORDINATES DEFINING THE FUSELAGE SEGMENTS•INCLUDING THE NOSE VS
C
C
C FUSNO=NUMBER OF FUSELAGE STATIONS TO BE INPUT TO DEFINE THE
C SHAPE IF FUSIND=Z. • =0, OTHERWISE e_e
C #_* FSHAP -1, IF THE INPUT FUSELAGE SHAPE 1S TO PE INTERPOLATED
C THROUGH CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION
C =0, IF INPUT POINTS FOR THE FUSELAGE _HAPE ARE CONNECTED
C WITH STRAIGHT SEGMFNTS
C • ARBITRARY IF FUSIND=O.
C • XI=_ODY STATION IN FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH AT WHICH THE RATE OF
C CHAqGE OF CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA WITH BODY LENGTH FIRST REACHES




AND THE TAILI FUSIND=O, IF THF FUSELAGE GEO_FTRY IS TO BE DEFINED VS








*•elF FUSINO=I.j READ IN THE FUSELAGE X-STATIONS AND THE RADII.
OTHERWISE, SKIP ,e,





IF(IFSP.EO.O) ¢0 TO 250
CALL SPLINE (IFNpXFFpRFFpAAFjBBFpCCFp0DF)
GO TO 26








IF (YN(2_I} ,LE, O,011 GO TO 31
IF (ZCP(2) .GE. 0.) THI=PIIE.-ATAN(ZCP(E)IYN(2,1))

























































































ZF (ZCP(2) .LT. 0.) _0 TO 53 VS 1325
ZF (AAS(ZCP(2)) .LE. 0.001) GO TO 54 VS 1326
FI=THIlPI*FLOAT(NCUH) VS 1327
NHI=F1 V$ 1328
IF (NH1 ,LT, 21NHZ=2 VS 132q
GO TO 32 V$ 1330
53 TH2-PI-TH1 V$ 1331
FZ=TH21PI*FLOAT(HCUN) VS 1332
NH2=F2 VS 1333
IF (NH2 .LT. 2) NH2=2 VS 1334
HHI'NCUM-NH2 VS 1335
GO TO 32 VS 1336
54 HHI=NCUNI2 VS 1337
GO TO 32 VS 1338
31 NHlqO VS 1339
THI"O V$ 1340
32 CONTINUF VS 1341
SNP(5,20)=TH1 VS 1342
SHP(Splq)=NH1 VS 1343
CALL GEOFUS VS 1344
LWF-LPANEL+NTL VS 1345
WKNt-B,*PI*RDX VS 1366
1060 CONTINUE VS 1347
IF(LWF.GT.lqS) GO TO 23 V$ 1348,
GO TO 24 VS 134q
23 WRITE(JPT,25) VS 1350
25 FOR_AT(IZX,34Ht** THIS JOB IS ABORTED IN GERTRY,plSXp37HTDTAL NUNBVS 1351
1ER OF UNKNOWNS EXCEEDS lqS,plS_56HDI_ENSION$ FOR GA_PA AND DO IN VS ]352
2DWASH RUST BE CHANGED t_*) VS ]353
STOO VS 1354 f




IF(ARSIRL).LT.O.O001) IRL=I VS 1359
WRITE (JPT_4) HALFSWpCREF V$ 1360
_RITE (JPT, 4OS) VS 136t
VRITF (JPT,412) VS 1362
WRITE(JPTeT) (YN(Ipl)wXN(TeZ)pYN(Iel)#YN(I#2),ZH(ZP1)_ZN(I_Z)pI-lsVS 1363
1LPA_EL) VS 1364
WRITE (JPT,404) VS 1365
WRITE (JPT*411) V$ 1366





REWIND 04 VS 1372
. __ed_NI.H_._qZ_ VS 1373
117
ICOUNT=O VS 1376
00 2000 I=ltNCS V$ 1375
2000 CNALP(I]=O. V$ 1376
NCG=IO VS 1377
FN=NCG VS 1378




2010 STG(I)-SIN(AG] VS 1383
RETURN VS 138_
END VS 1385'
C FORTRAN NLSTIN VS 1386
SUBROUTINE GEOFUS VS 1387
C TO GENERATE THE FUSELAGE GEOMETRY VS 1788:









DO EO I=Z_NT VS 13qB
FI=I VS 13q9
00 20 K=I,NCUM VS 1600





GO TO 11 VS 1606'




11 CONTINUE VS 1611
TA=(2.*FK-I.)*PPI(?.*FCUM|+TP VS 1612'






























'END .. • .... :: ". • VS
.FORTRAN NLSTIN .:_.:: : "' :' VS
SUBROUTINE PANEL (XXLpYLpXWT_CPCWLJCPSWLpNSVpIPANFLpLPANEL_ VS
17SeLpIKpIPN) VS







COMMON /CDNSTI .NCSpNCW_MI(6pS)tMJWI(bp2p_)JMJW2(bP2p_)_NJW(6pS}p V$







IF(IPN,EO.I) GO TO 20 VS
DO I I-192 VS
C(1)-XXT(1)-XXL(T.) VS
ro0 1 J'i,NCW i VS
XL(IJJ)-XXL(I)+CPCWL(J)*C(I)/IO0, VS
SPA_=YL(Z)-YL(1) VS





DO 3 K'I_NSW VS
YK-CPSWL(K)eSPANIIO0, VS
IF(NW(IK,Z).EO.O) GO TO 10 V$










































































00 35 K=I,NSW .
YKmCPSWL(K),SPAN/IOO. '_
YCIYK
IF(NW(IK.2).EO.O} GO TO 31































































































































































































































IF (I .EO. N) GO TO 20





20 H(N-Z)-X [N)-X (N-l)
H{N-t )--X (N) +X (N-?.)







A(I) = (S(I÷I)-S(I) )I (6,*( X (I+l)-X(I )))
B(I)-S(1)/2°
GO TO 15







TO DEFINE CURVED LEADING EDGES
COMMONISHPLEI NLEgYSL ( 15 ),PAOL (14)|,_QL ( 16| _,CGL ( 16 ) pOOL [16 )
K"I
1 IF(Y.GE°YSL(K).AND.Y.LT°YSL(K+I]) GO TO 2
' K=K+I
IF(K.GE.NLE) GO TO 3
GO TO 1
2 SN-Y-YSL(K)
SHAPLE=AOL (K),_SMtt3+BOL (K)'_SMtSM÷COL (K)_,SM+DOL (Y)
GO TO 5









TO DEFINE CURVED TRAILING EDGES
CONMONISNPTE/ NTE J,YST ( 15 ) eAOT (16), BQT ( 16 ) wCQT( 14 ),DOT [14}
K=I














































































































]F(K,GE,NTE) GO TO 3 V$
GO TO 1 VS
SM=Y-YST(K) VS
SHAPTE-AOT(K)tsM*e3+BOT(K)tSM*SM÷COT(.K)eSN+DOT(K) V$
GO TO 5 VS
ZF(Y.LT.YST(1)) GO TO 4 VS
K=NTE-1 VS
GO TO 2 V$
K'1 VS






TO SET UP OOHNWASH COEFF, MATRIX ANn OBTAIN SOLUTIOH VS
* IP SHOULD BE CONSISTFNT WITH THE OESIRED MATRIX SIZE WITH A VS













COMWON IAEROI AMeBJCL(50)eCT(50)sCO(50)_CM(50) V$
COMMON ICONST/ NCSpNCWmMl(bpS)pMJWl(6pZ.5)pMJV2(bp2pS).NJU(69_)_ VS
1NFP(6)_NW(6_) VS
COMMON FCAMBF ICAMt6)_IM(6_lO)_XT(6,10_Z1)_AAM(6_10_20)_RBM(6_lO_ VS
120)_CCM(6_lO_20)_DOM(b_lO_20),YT(6_lO)_CLIRV(_lO)_CHN_(6_lO) VS











COMMON IAJG/ ALP_JI_CP(2OO)_GAMP(2OO)_GA_(2OO)mGAMR(2001 " VS
I_GAMX(ZOO)_ZZCP(2OO)_DZY(ZOO)_BMR(6,50)_BML(6_50),CSU(50) VS




































































3 FORMAT (8(6X, Z6))
7 FORMAT (11F10o5)











ALPH(I )'_LP+R ]NC (K)
IF(IWING(K) .NE.O °AND.
SNALP ( I )-SIN(ALPH(I ) )
CNALP (]),COS(ALPH (I))
GO TO 1010
YC-YL E (K_) IHALFB(K)
TO 1009
I.GT.IWING(R)) GO TQ 1006
IF(IWIN_(K).NE.O._ND.I.GT.IWIN(;(K)) GO TO 100_.
CALL TWIST (YCeATWeK)
AL PH ( I ) -AL P÷R INC ( K ) +ATW
SNALP (I)-SZN(ALPH(I) )
CNALP (I)-COS (ALPH (I) )
GD TO 1010
ALOH( I )-T INP (K) ÷ALP
SNAL P ( I I-SIN( ALPH ( I ) )
CNALP ( I)_COS (ALPH (I) )
KM-KN+I
IF(I,,NE,NS(K)) GO TO 1005
IF(NW(K_),EO,O) GO TO 100_
IF(K,EO,|) K_-KM+NS (K)




































































IF(KP.GT.1) GO TO 99 VS
VS
COMPUTE THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF THE VS






READ (03) (CPIII,I-lpLPANEL) VS
9q CONTINUE VS





IF(NWI122t.EO.O) GO TO 12 VS
II'I+NSI1) VS
CHORD'CH(ll÷CH(II) VS










IF(NASY_.EO.O) GO TO 1370 VS
K2 - NC(1) V$
00 13711"leK2 VS







































































XC=(XC P(Z)-XLE ( ZZ ) )/CHORD
IF(ZCAM(I).EO.3) XCIXCP(1)
IF(ZALP,EO.1) 00 TO 1301































IF (KF °EOo O) GO TO 1061























































































































ZO-ZCP (1)÷ZB+ (YCP (1)-YB)'I'S$D
WK-O.
CALL FUSVI_L (BtXOsYOtZOeVN_WI(.tGBOeOPO, C$DPSSD)
AW(J1)"AW(J1)+WN
IF(I(P.GT.I) GO TO 1041
DO 141 KKIIPLPANEL




C WRITE(JPTp2) XCpYCP(1) _CAM
IF(NALP,GT.1} GO TO 182
IF (NAUG.EO.1) CA(1)-AW(J1)
IF{NAUG.EO.1) GO TO 182
DO 200 I'lJ,LWF
200 GAMMA (I)'-AW(141) IAW(1)
1BF. CONTINUE



















IF(KP.NE.1) GO TO 183
CALL WING ( AW, BW, LPJNE Lp IJ _BI, LPANlp LATt, CSDp $$D,YBREAKI,
10C0$ pDS INw IWI NGe ZBJ,YB_YBB,IWGLT, IV_,NClp ZZCPjKFP BREAK )
183 CONTINUE
IF(NW(Kj2).FO.O) C-D TO 1_
IF(K,EQ.1) II-KCH+NS(K)
IF (K.GT.1} II-KCH÷NS {K )-NS(K-I)
























































IF(ISTP,GT.ZWING(KI,AND,IWING(K),NE,O) GO TO 1013
LCAH-O
IF (IALP .EO. 1) GO TO 1025
IF(ICAM(K).EO.2) GO TO 1305
NPmIJ
1015 YKI- (YCP (NP)-YN (NPt 1) ) / (YH (NP_ 2 )-YN (HP_ 1) )
XKI-XH (HPa, 1) + (XN (NPj?)-XN (HPt 1 ) )*YK1
XI,,(_K1-XLE ( I Z ) )/CHORD
TSW,, (XN (NP92)-XN (HP91) ) I (YN(NPp 2 )-YN (NP J 1) )
CJLL ZCR (XCp YCP (_P) t CAMlp ICAMJ, X19_ _ lwCHORI_pDTDYJ, ISTwT._W)
IF(LCAM.EO.O) DZY(ZJ)-D70Y








DZY( IJ ) ,,O?DY
1020 CONTINUE
IF(IJoGEot4JWI(K,JZ,LL)oAND.IJ.LE.I*JW2(KpJZPLL)) GO TO 18
GO TO 17
18 IF(LL.EO.NALtK)) GO TO 10




17 IF(HW(K,2).EO.O) GO TO lg
]F(NC(K).GT.1) GO TO 22
IF(IJ.EO°,t4.ANO.HLEF(K).EO.O) CA_..CAM+O. 5*TFLP (Kp LL )
GO TO 10
22 CONTINUE
IF(IJ.GT.LPANI(K).ANO.IJ.LE.LPN(K)) GO TO lg
IF(IJ,NE°PM) GO TO I0
KH"I
IF(K.GT.1) KH-N$ (K-1)+1
NCNeT J + (N$ (Y)-ISTP)'_NN (K s 1)÷(ISTP-KH)*NW (K p 2) +1
C WRITE (JPT,3) IJ_NC_,IZ
%C'(XCP (NCH)-XLE (IZ))/CHORD
IF(rCAM(K)oEO°3) XC=XCP(HCl 'l)













































































































IF(TJ.GE.NJWI(KgNZpLL)oAND.IJ.LE.NJN2(KpNZ,LL)) GO TO 23
GO TO 19









IF(IALPoEOel) GO TO 1016










IF(HCA_.EO.1) GO TO 1017
CAMmZR
IF(NW(Kp2).EO.O} GO TO 1331
IF(IJ.GT.LPANI(K)) GO TO 1331











IF(NLEF(K)oEOol) GO TO 1018
IF(IJ.G_°HJ_I(K_JZ_LL).ANO.IJ°LE._J_2(KeJZ_LL)) GO TO 60
















































































































IF (KF ,EQ. O) GO TO 10_2

























IF(NALP.GT.I} GO TO 184
IF(NAUG.EO.1) GO TO 184
CALL VMSEOH (NJpIJmAW_AMMApCA|
184 CONTINUF


















































































































IF (IJ ,LT, #H) GO TD 25
IF(NV(K_2),EO,O) GO TO 1220











IFKIJ,EO.LPANI(KI.OR.IJ.EO.LPN(W)) GO TO 1113
IF(ISTP,FO.(N$(K)+I)) GO TO 1116
IF(YLE(TZ).LT.YBREAK(K,IPN)| GO TO 25
CONTINUE
NI-O






IF(IJ.EO.LPANI(K).OR.IJ.EQ.LPN(K)) GO TO 1116
GO TO 1115








IF(IJ.EO.LPN(K}) GO TO 1115
IF(ISTP.EQ.(NS(K)+I)} _0 TO 1115







































































IF (IJ .LE. LPANEL) GO TO 205










IF (KJ °GT° NF} GO TO 91
KI-KJ
xS-XCF (KI I-XTEF
XR'xC F (KI)-XL EF
IF [KJ eEO° NF) RFL=O°
















IF (NALP °GT, 1) GO TO 208






















































































































IF(NAUG.EQ.1) GO TO 903


























TO INVERT THE DOWNWASH COEFF, MATRIX
DIMENSION IPIVOT(2OO)pIWK(40O)
ABOVE REOUIRED FOR THE NASAILARC POUTINE NATINV,
DIMENSION O0(IPtIP)BCP(1)_AW(1)
SETDIM IS TO SET UP ARRAY TABLE FOR MATRIX IHVERSIONp
BE NEEDED IF OTHER ZHVERSZON ROUTINES ARE USED,
IA=IP
CALL SETDIM(DOPIAtIA)
IF(NAUG,EO,1) GO TO 2






















































































































DQ IS THE IqATRIX TO _E INVERTEO. AW IS A WORKING ARPAY, THE
INVEPTEO MATRIX IS RETURNED IN 00.
CALL HEMINV(DOpNp AW)
CALL MATINV(IA,N_DOjO#AW,I#DETERM#ISCALE_,IPIVOTJIWK)
IF (DETERM.NE.O.) GO TO 102
PPINT 101












CALL HEMINV(DOj, N9 AW )
CALL M_TINV(IAJN,DOJ, OJAWpleDETFRMJ. ISCALEJlPIVOTPIWK)









SUBROUTINE _ING (AWJ, BW_LPANEL_IJBBjLPANI_,LATpCSJSSJ, YK
ItDCpDSe IWING_ ZReYBeYBBbI_GLTelVeNC le 7ZCPpKFeBRF_A}_)
TO CALCULATE DOWNWASH C(]FFP. MATRIX OF _INGS DUE TO WINGS
DIMENSION AW(1) jL_ANI(1), IWING[I) pIWGLT(1)p IV(I }
DIMENSION BW(1) jZZCP(1) pWV(4) 9VW(4 )J.B_FAK(_el )






































COMMON IGEOMI HALFSW, XCP(_OO)tYCP[2OO),ZCP(2OO),XLF(IOO}_YLE(ZOO),VS
1XTE(tOO)_PSI(3O)_CH(lOO)_WV(200)_YV(?OO}_SN(b_IS_21_XN(200_2)_YK{2VS
200_2)_ZN(200_2)_WIDTH(6_5)_YCON(_1)_S_EEP[IOO)_HALFB(6)tSJ[6_31_EIV_
COMMON IAEROI AM,B,CL(90},CT(5OI,CD(SO|_CM(50} VS
CO'NON /CONST/ NCS_NCW_I(6_5|_MJ_I(6_2pS}_J_2(6_5|pNJW[6_5}_ V_
1NFP(6)_NW(6_2| VS
COMMON /_XTRAI LPN(6)_NS(6)_ICNLE(6)_ITWST(6)_IST(6)_N_RO_HEIGHT_ VS
IATTeNC(6)tNWIqG(6)eIPOS(6)_IALPeDUMT(3e6_I_)eHALFBH(6| VS
LG=I VS



































































IF(HASYH,EQ,O) GO TO 40
YA'YK(1PNC1)
YAAIYA























IF (J.GT. LPANI(K)oaND.J.LE.LPN(K)) ISN-2








































































IF (KK ,EQ, 2) KIG-II÷KK
IF (AB3 (C3-COSD) • GT,O, 001) GO
IF (ABS (SS-SINO) , GT,O.O01) GO
IF(NC(KIoGT.1) GO TO 31












Y1Z-YN (Jj 2)-YN(JJ 1)
















































































































































IF [IP .EO. 1 .AND. KF .NE. O) F2--Y2*GZB1 V$ 2318
IF (IP •EO, I °AND° KF •NE, O) F4-Z2tG2BZ VS 231q














IF(IP.EO.I.AND.KF.NE.O) KVW-1 VS 2334
IF(KVW,EO,I,AHD,IVIK),EO,O} BW(J)=BWIJ)÷WV(1)-UV(2]-WV(3)_V(4) VS 2335
1-fVW(1}+VW(2)+VW(3}+VW(4}) VS 2336
IF(J,LT.NN) GO TO 17 VS 2337






IF[IWING(K].NE,O •AND,IW°EQ•(IWING(K]+I)) GO TD 16 VS 2344
IFfJ,EO.LPANI(K),OR,J,FO,LRN(K]} GO TO 32 VS 2345
IFfYLE(IZI,LT,YK(K_IPN)] CO TO 17 VS 2366
CONTINUE V_ 23_7
NJ'O VS 2368
IF(NASYM,EO•I.ANO•IPN•LT,NC1) NJ=I VS 236q




















]F(J.EO,LeANIIK).OR.J.EO,LPN(W)) GO TP 23








IF (J.EO.LPAHlfK).AND.J.NE.LPN(K ) ) KH-]
IF (KH. EO.1.AND.K.EO .1 ) IW..ZW-N$ (_)















































COMHON ICDNST! NCS_NCW_MI(6_5)_MJWI(6,2_5)_MJW2(6,2_5)_NJW(6,§)_ V$
1NFPf6)_NW(6_2) V_






























































































IF (NASY_ ,EO, O) GO TO 40
YAmYBREAK(KjNC1)
YAAIYA
IF (NC1 ,_0, 1) GO TO 40
NCll-NCl-1
DO 411 J-1,NCll



































































IF (J ,GT, LPANI(K)







ZF (] .EO, KCON) GO TO 22
X-XCF ( I )









X12-XN (Jp 2 )-XN(Jp 11
I$N=2
IF (IV(K) .EO. 1) ISH-I
IF (NASYR .EQ. 1) ISNel
DO 15 II=I_ISM
FCP=I.






Y12"YN(Jp 2I-YN( Jp 1 )
,AND, J *LE* LPN(K)) ISN=2
• ANDo J .LE, LPN(K)) NL=N_(K_2)
,AND. J .LT. LPN(K)) NK=NW(K,2)
















































































IFIIP,EQ,1,ANO,IV(K),EO,|) G12--Y2_G2B1 VS 2511
IF (I ,EO, KCON) GO TO 30 V$ 2512
F13-UUBl*XZJIALB1 V$ 2513
G13=Z2*G2B1-ZI*GIB1 V$ 2514
IF(IP,EO,1,AND,IV(K).EO,1) G13-Z2_G281 V$ Z515
F1--F13*SF(KI)*FCP÷F12_CF(KI) V$ 2516
F2-G13eSF(KI)eFCP+G12_CF(KI) V$ 2517
GO TO 17 VS 2518
30 F1-F12 VS 251q
F2-G12 V$ 2520
17 W(II+Z)-W(II÷?)+(FZ÷FZ)eCHORO_SN(K_MIpISN)/(F,tFN) V$ 2521




IF (I eEO. KCON) F?-G12 VS 2526
16 W(II)-W(II)+(F]÷F2)_CHORDtSN(KpMIpISN)/tR,tFN) V$ 2527
IF (I .EO. KCON) GO TO 15 V$ 2528
AW(KI)-W(It÷W(2) V$ 257q
BW(KI)-W(3)-W(4) V$ 2530
15 CONTINUE V$ 2531
IF (I .EO. KCON) GO TO 25 V$ 253?
WRITE (03t (AW(KK)pKK-I,NCUM) V$ 2533
WRITE (03) (BW(KK)wKK-I_HCUM) V$ 2536
GO TO 26 V$ 2535
25 AW(J)-W(1)+W(2) VS 2536
26 CONTINUF VF 2537
IF (J ,LT, NN) GO TO ?T V$ 2538






IF(IWING(K) oNE. 0 oAND. IW .EOo (IWING(K)÷I)) GO TO 14 V$ 2565
IF (J oEQo LPANI(K) .OR, J oEO, LPN(KI) GO TO 32 V$ 2546
IF (YLE(IZ) ,LT. YBREAK(KeIPN)) GO TO 27 V$ 2547
14 CONTINUE V$ 2548
NJ-O VS 254q
141
IF (NASYM .EQ, 1 .AND. IPN .LT. NC1) NJ-1




IF (IWING(K).NE.O .AND. IW.EQ.(IWING(W|+I]) GO
GO TO 53








IF |J oEO. LPANI(K) .OR. J .EO. LPN(K)) GO TO 53





" IF (N_ .NE. 1) IPN-IPN÷I
IF (J .EO. LPANI(K) .OR. J .EO. LPN(K)} IPN=I
27 KH-O
IF (J .EO. LPANI(K) .ANO. J .HE. LPN(K]) KH=Z
_F (KN eEOc _ eANO. K eEOe I) IW=_-NS(K)
IF (KH .EO. 1 .AND. K .GT. 1) IWaIW-NS(K)+NS(K-1)
" ZF(J.EG.LP_NI(_)) IP=]
IF(J.EQ.LPN(K)i IP=I
_0 IF(J .EO, LPN(K)} K=K+I
: IF (I .HE. KCON) GO TO 5























































., .SUBROUTINE VFLFUS (LPANEL,AWpCWeAMpLPANleIWINGpNC1PDCOSJOSINeNASYPVS
1jYKtLPNpNSJIWGLTpNCp_REAK) VS
. TO MANIPULATE VELOCITY COMPUTATIONS DUE TO FUSELAGE VS
DIMENSION _PEAK{6,1) VS
OI_ENSION DCOS(6tIlgDSIN(6p])pYK[6pl),LPN(1)pNS(1)pIWGLT(1)jNC(11VS











































IF(NASY_,EO,O) GO TO 6
YB=YK(lpNC1)
YBRmYB
















































































































Y=YBB + (YCP { I)-YB ) wwCSD




WRITE (04) {CW(K) JK'lwNTL)
IF(I ,GEeLPANI(L }.AHDeZeLTeLPN(L ) ) NN=NW(Lp2)
IF (I, EO,LPN (L). aNO. I, LT,LPANEL } NN-NW(L÷lJ, 1)




IF (IWING( L ) .NE,O,AND. ISTP,EO, (TWING(L)+1) ) GO
IF(T.EO,LPANIIL)*OR*T.EQ*LPN{L)) GO TO 33
IF(ISTP.EO,(NS(L)+I)) GO TO 36
IF(YLE(ZZ).LT.YK(L.ZPN)} GO TO 8
33 CONTINUE
NI=O
IF (NASYM. EO.1. AND. IPN, LT.NC1) NI=I
IF(NI.EOol) ZPN=IPN+I
ZB-ZB÷(YK ( Lp IPH )-YB )*DSIle ( Le ]PN )
YBB=YBR+ (YK (L p I PN)-YB) _'DCOS (L_ I PN)
YB-YK (L, ]PN)
IF (IWING(L),NE,O,AND, ISTP, EO, (IWING(L }+1) } GO
IF(I.EO.LPANI(L).OR.I.EQ.LPN(L)) GO TO 36
GO TO 35





IF(NASYM, EO,1,AND,I.EO.LPANI( L}) YBB-YBBP
IF (I, EO,LPN(L ),AND,L,LT,t. ) YB=BREAW(L÷lpl}
IF (I, FO,LPN (t), ANO,L,LT,6) YBB-BREAK(L+I,1}
IF(I.EO,LPN(L)} GO TO 35
IFfISTP.FO,(NS(L)+I)) GO TD 3_
IF(IWGLT(L),NE,2) GO TO 35
Z8-YK (LJ,NC(L)-2)eDSIN (L,I)
YBB-YK (L•NC (L)-2 }_OCDS (L_ I )
YB=YK (LwNC(L)-2)
35 CONTINUE
IF(NI,NE,I} I PN,I pN4.1
IF(I,EO,LPANI(LI,ORoI,EQ,LPN(L)) IPN-1
8 KH=O
IF (I oEQ.LPAN1 (L).AND. 1 .NE,LPH (L) } KH-1
IF (KH. EO°I.AND.L, fO ,1) IZ-IZ-NS (L)
IF (KH.EO,. 1. AND. L. GT • 1} TZ-IZ-NS (L } ÷NS (L-I)
IF (I,EO,LPN (L),AND,NW (L e2 ),NE,O) KH-2




































































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE F_LONE(B_CSAWCA,G_NMA] VS 2746
TO CALCULATE THE SOtlRCE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE FUSELAGE VOLU_E VS 2747
EFFECT VS 2748
DIMENSION AW(1)pCA(1),GAMMA(1) VS 274q
COMMON IFUSI XF(ZO)pXCF(20)pRF(20)pSNP(5,20)_XLEFjXTEFp_ARD(ZO)* VS 2750




NFI=NF÷I , VS 27_5
S=YTEF_XLEF VS 2756,
00 5 I-1,NF VS 2757
lJ=I VS 2758
WS'YCF(IJ)-XTEF VS 27_9
IF(I.EO.NF) RFL'O. V$ 77_0 e
IF(I.NE.NF) RFL=XS/SORT(XSeXS+R*PF(IJIePF(TJ)) VS 2761





IF(I.NE.t) _0 TO 10 VS 2767
DO 1S K=I,NF V$ 2?68
GAMMA(K)=-AV(K+t)/AW(1) VS 2769'
NJ'NF-1 VS 2?70
GO TO 5 VS 2771
CALL VMSEON(NJ, IJpAW. GA_A,CA) VS 2772
NJ=NJ-1 VS 2773
CONTINUE VS 2774_




LI_K LINK33JLINKE2 VS 2779
FORTRAN NLSTIN VS 27_0
SUBROUTINE SDLUTN VS 2781
TO MANIPULATE AND OBTAIN THE TOTAL AERODYNAMIC RESULTS VS 2782
DIMENSION GAMMA(101OS) VS 7783
DIMENSION AW(2OO)pCA(ZO1)pOPM(50) VS 2784
COMMONILOOPIKRpNALPpKALPpTANC?pCLDS,ALtCLII_LPIIpALPA(15) VS 2785
COMMON /DSL/ CTP(6pZ)pCH_PDT(6_4)_SCN(2OO)_LATeCREF_BR_F_ VS 2?Pb
COMWONIGDI TINP(6).BREAK(6,10)pTFLP(_),RINC(6)_NAL(_) V$ 27_7
leYBREAK(6,7)_DCOS(b_5)_OSIN(b_5)_I_ING(6)*IWGLT(6)_IV(&)eLPANI(6) VS 2788
I_ICAMT(6) VS 278q _















COMMON I&EROI AM_B_CL(50)_CT(SO)pCD(50)pCP(50) VS
COMMON ICONSTI NCS_NCWjMI(6pS)_MJWI(bp2_5)_MJV2(bJ2_5)_NJV(6JS)J VS
1NFP{b)INWfbP2) VS
COMMON ICAM81 ICaM(6)tIM(6810)tXT(6,10P21),AAMI6,]O,20)_BPM(68108 VS
1201_CCH(6plOJ_O)RDDM(6810JEOIeYT(_lO)_CUPVt6810)_CHND(6tEO) VS
































































































































IF(NW(K_21.EO,01 r,t3 TO 2202
IF(K,EO,ll II-WCH+NS(K )







TSWaSIN(SVEEP (KCH))/COS (SWEEP (KCH))
IF(IALP.EO,1) GO TQ 2200
II:(IWING(K)oNE,O.AND.I,GT.IWING(K}) GO TO 2205




CALL ZCR (WCpYLE (KCH)pCAML Ep ICAMp 71sKp I_,CHOROp DZDYp ISTeTSt_ )
IF(NLEF(K).EO,0) GO TO 2220
ZF(LL.GE,MJWI(KtJZpNL),AND,LL.LE,MJW2(KpJZsNL}) GO TO 222_
GO TO 2220






















1CHOROp OZDYp IST, TSW )
XCS=COS (ALPH ( I 1 )
XSS=$IN(ALPH( I ) )
IF(NLEF(K),EQ,O) GO TO 2230






































































































































IF(I,NE,NS(K)) GO TO 223_
IF(NV(K,2).EO,O) GO TO _231















QNLY ONE INBOARD VORTEX PRODUCING
GW-O,
MZ-O
IF(NUN$°EO.O) GO TO 000
IF(IALP,EO.1) GO TO 900
IF(NVLE(1),EQ°NS[1)) GO TO qO0
IF(IAGVX.EO,O) GO TO 000
IF(ALP,LT,O.O001) GO TO qO0
DO OOb 1"1,NCS








































































CALL SPNINT(NVLI(1)gNVLZ(Z)pNSeOMM_SJJSWEEPPMleXpGM_VIDTH_GW) V_ 2961
IF(KCT.EO.1) _O TO 8Q6 V$ ?q_?
GM=GM/SLY VS 2963
PSI(KC.OT)-GM V$ 2qbh
USE AIT_EN°S FORMULA TO EXTRAPOLATE VS 29_5
IF(KCOT.GE,3) GM=(PSI(_CDT-2}*PSI(KCOT)-PSI[VCOT-I) *_2}I[PSI(KCCT VS 2q_&
1-2)-2.*PSI(KCOT-1)+PSI(KCOT)) VS 2967
PSI(KCOT).GM VS 29_
WRITF(JPT,2} _M VS 2O_q











WRITE(JPT_2) (CVR(1)_I-I_NCS) VS 2981
DO 905 I=I_NCS VS 2982
_C01. VS _qB3
IF(CVR(1).LT.O.} FC=-I. VS 2g_6
FCC=I. V$ 2985
CUI-CTtI)*X(l_tl) VS 2986























IFIERR.tE.O.03} GO TO P97
.KCOT-KCOT41






































































































IF (NASYM, EO,,1 ,AND ,LAT,,NE ,1) LAT'-I VS
Dfl 916 I=ltNCS VS





SUBROUTINE THPUST (LPANEL_C.AMMA,SNALPPLPAH1JICAMpIC_MB,NLEF_NALP VS
I IVp IWING9 YKpDC, DSpC SUp IWGLTmK ZpPp BKpRLpCNALPp FLPJ,NC 1_ KTJ'RC J ICAMTJ VS
2 S_tPPpIBLCP GAMp BREAK ) VS
TO CALCULATE L.E. THRUST VS
DIMENSION SWPP(_pl),GAM(1)tAW(50),?W(50),BREAI((6_,I) VS
DIMENSION GAMMA(])I. SNALP(1)jYK(6,1)I, DC(6Jl),OS(6J.I),CSH[I) VS
DIHENSION CNALP (1)p FL P ((}_1)J,RC (6_ l]'pICAMT (1) VS
DIMENSION ICAM(1)j. NLEF(1)pNAL(1}pIV(llJ, IWING(1),IWC.LT[!)JLPANl(1) VS
COMMON IGEOMI HALFSW, XCP(2OO),YCP[2OO),ZCP(2OO),XLE(IOO)_YLE(IOO)pV_.
lXTE(lOO)pPSI(30)pCH(lOO)pWV(200)jYV(200)pSN(bp15p2)pXN(ZOOpZ)_YN(2VS
200_2)wZN(200_2)_WIDTH(6jS)wYCON(51)pSWFEP(lOO)pHALFB(_)PSJ(6_31JS)VS
COMMON IAFPOI AMpBJCL(_O)JCT(_O)_CD(50)_C_(50) VS
C_M_ON ICONST/ NCS_NCW_MI(6_5)_MJWI(b_2_5)_MJW2(6_2,5)_NJ_(6_5)_ VS
]NFP(6)_NW(6_2) ' VS


































































































IF(NASYM.EO*O) GO TO 71
YBmYK ( lpNC1 l
yBBmyB



















FCOS=COS ( SW EEP (KM) )
FTAN•SIN( SWEEP [KM ] ) IFCDS
TSW=FTAN
CST'CS
IF (NWKL,E).EQ,O) GO TO 50
IF(L°EQ,1) II-KM+NS (L)
IF(L,GT,I) I1-KM+NS (t)-NS (L-I)



















































































































ZO-ZCP (KP)÷ZB÷ (YLF (KCH)-YS)eSS
CALL UNWF(B_XOpYOp ZQt AW_ B_CSPSS)
DO 01 IO'lpNTL
IX'ZO+LPANEL
IF(KZoHE.O) GO TO q5
A=A+AW ( IO)*GAMMA (IX)*8 •
GO TO 91




YA"BRE AK (KJ 1 ]
YAAI'BREAK (l(p 11
]F(NASYH,EO,O) GO TO 73
YA=YK (KpNC1)
YAA'YA




74 YAA-YAA+(YK [Kp J )-YK (Kj J+l ) )*DC (Ke J+l)









COSO=DC (_ J I PN )
SINO=DS (k'p ZPN )
J=NN-MM
IF(NN.GT.LPANI(K).AND,HN,LE,LPN(K)) GO TO 21
GO TO 22
21 NDmNW(Kp_)






XI=XN (NN, 1 )-XLE (KCH)
XZmXN ( NNJ 2 )-XL E (KCH }










































































































IF (K Z .NE.O.AND. LM.EQ.2 ) FC--1.
IF(KZ.EO.IO) FC=I.






IF (ABS (CS-COSD } .GT.O.O01 )
IF(_BS(SS-SINDI.C.T.O°O01)
IF(qC(W),GT°I) GO TO 31























































































































































IF(KZ°NE,O,AND=IV(K)=FO.O} GO TO 14
IF(KF,EO,0) GO TO 16









IF(NN.LT.NM) GO TO 16






IF(IWIN_(K).NE.O.AND.IW._C.(IUING(K}+I)) Gn TO 17
IF(NN,EO,LPANI(KI,OR°NN.EO,LPN(K}) G_ TO 10








IFIIWING(K),NE,O ,AND° I_ .EO, (IWI_;G(K)÷])) GO YD 23
GO TO 26







IF (NN,EO,LPN(K) ,_ND,K,LT,6] YA_'BREAK (K+1_1)
IF(NN,EO,LP_NltK).OR.NN,EO.LPN(_)) GO T_ 24










































































°IF (NN ,EO, LPAN%(K) ,OR,
KH=O
OF POOR Q_._L_TY







IF(KZ,NE.O) GO TO 61
IF (IALP ,EQ, 1) GO TO 65
XC=O,
IFfICAMIL},FO,3) XC=XLE(KM)
IF(IWING(L),NE,O,AND,I,GT,IWING(L)) GO TQ 68
IF(L,EO,1 .AND, ICAPB.EO.Z) GO TO 70
_ALL ZCR(XCpYLE(KM)gCAMpICAMtXCpL_lpCHLJOZDYpISTpTSW]
IF (NLEF(L},EO,O) GO TO 62














IFIICAMT(L),EO,O) GO TO 63
ICT-ICAMT(L)
CALL ZCR(XC_YLE(KM)jCAM,ICAMPXCpLtICTpCHL_CTDYJIST_TSW)
IF(NLEF(L),EO,O) GO TO 63








DCC'DC (L_ IPM )
IF(KZ,EO,IO) GO TO 52






















































.IF (NLEF(L)oEQ.O) GO TO 63
":, IF (KP,GE.MJWI{LeJZpNAL(L))eAND.KPeLEeHJW2(LpJZpNAL(L))) CAM-FLP
', I(L,NkL(L) }









:. IF(IBLC.EO.I) PR"Pe (I.-CSKeFPC)


























































































































































IF(KT.EO.O) GO Tn ?x











































































































































IF (ASS (ALPI), GT, 1, F-6,AND,A2,GT,AS)





















TF(ZeNEoNS(L)) GO TO FO
IF(NW(LpZI.EO.O) GO TO 80
IF(L.EO.1) GO TO 81
KM=KH+NS ( L )-NS (L-1)







ZF (IWING(L).NE.OoAND.Z.EO.Ik/ING(L)) C,O TO
IF(I,EO,NCS) GO TO 1
IF(I.EOeNS(L)) GO TO 2





ZB'ZB+ (YK (LpIPM)-YBt*DS ( L _IPM)
YBB=YBB+( YK(Lp IPM )-YB )*DC (LP IPM)
YB-YK (k_ IPM)








































































































DF POOR ....._ ;:'
IF(Z.EOoNS(L)) GO TO 25 VS
GO TO 26 VS






IF(I°EO=NS(L)) GO TO 26 VS









1 IF(I°EO°NS(L)) L=L÷Z VS
C WRITE(JPT_11) (CD(J),J-lpNCS) VS
C IF(KTeEQ°]O) WRZTE(JPTp11) XD_YD,ZD_GM VS




C FnRTRAN NLSTZN VS
SURROUTINE GAMAX (JWpCAtLPANlpLPANELP_AHMApEREAKgCHORDT_IWING VS
lpYCq,CTIPtCTX,IWGLTtKZpSEpIB) VS









COMMON IAEROI AM,B,CL(50)eCT(50),CD(50),CH(50) VS
COMMON ICONSTI NCS_NCW_MI(6_5)_MJWI(6e2_5)_MJWE(6_ZeS)tNJW(b_5)e VS
1NFP(6),NW(6_?) VS
COMMON 8EXTRA/ LPN(6)_NS(6)_ICNLF(_)_IT_ST(6]_IST(6)eNGRD_HEIGHT_ VS
1ATT,NC(_|_NWING(_)_IPOS(6)_IALP_DUMT(3_6t]5)_HALFBH(F) VS









































































IF (NA ,EO. Z) KK-MK÷J
FJ'J
THETA (J)" ( 2,*FJ-1. }*PI I(2.*FN)







4 A(J) =A (J)÷F (K)*COS((FJ-1,)$THFTA(K) )
IF (J .EO. I) A(J)=A(J)IFN




IF (HA ,FO, 2) KK"MK+K
SUM=A (I )*THFTA (t()
DO 1.1 J-I,NWW
FJ-J




IF (NA °EO. I .AND, K ,EO, NI) GD TO
AW(KK)'SU_
10 CONTINUF
IF (NA ,EO. 2) GO TO 31









































































































ORIGINP, L P/_G£ f_
OF POOR QUALITY
SURI-SUN V$ 357q
GO TO 6 VS _580
31 CONTINUE V$ 35B1
NK-NK+NW(N,1) VS 35R2
RKmNK+NW(Np2) V$ 3583
IF(I.NE.NS(N)) GO TO 1 VS 3586
NK-LPN(N) V$ 35_5
RKsLPN(N) V$ 3586
IF(NS(N),NE,NCS) MK'LPANI(N÷I) V$ 3587
1 IF(Y.EO.N$(N)) N-N÷1 V$ 358B
NK1-0 VS 35Bq




K2 • NO(N) V$ 35q4





lq DO 14 J-I,NCW VS 3600
IF (IWING(N).NE.O.AND.I.EO.NWING(N)) GO TO 7_ V_ 3601
IFfNASYM.EO.1.AND.I.EO.1) GO TO 73 VS 360_
Ir(I.EO.NC(N)) GO TO 72 vs 3e03
GO TO 71 VS 360_
72 CONTINUE V$ 3605
IW-1 VS 3606
IPZ-1 V$ 3607
IF(I.GT.NWING(N)) IV-2 V$ 360B
IF (I.GT.NWING(N)) IPZ-3 VS 360Q
GO TO 74 V$ _6]0
73 IW-? VS _611
IPZ=3 VS 3612
76 CONTINUE VS 361D
GIN_JpIW}'Oo V$ 361_
CL(J)-O. V$ 3F1_








IF (NASYM.EO.I,AND.BRE_K(Ngl).LT.O.) HAB=_BSfRRFAK(N_I)) VS 3b_6







IF (I°GToNVING(N)) GO TO 95
IF (IP$1 °_0° 2) IS"1
IF (IPS1 .EO° 1) GO TO gO
IF (IPS1 ,EO, 2) GO TO 01
GO TO 17















PIK -Hid ( Nt 2 )
LK-NW(Nel)
JJ=J-NW(N,1)
IF (I,GT,NWIHG{N)) GO TO g6
IF (IP$1 .EO, 1) IS=I
If (IPS1 .t:O, 1l GO TO gl
IF (IPSI .EO, Z) GO Tfl (_0
GO TD 17
06 IF (IPS2 .FO, 2) GO TO 02
GO TO qO






Y-.SeWIDTH {N_ I )_'(I,-YCON (JP) )÷BR






IF(NASYM.EO,,1,AHD.I,EO,1) GO TO 46
IF (IK ,EO. 1) GO TO 46
00 41 LO=lj, MM










































































































DO 42 LS'IpMM VS
LN=LI+(LS-1)tMK VS





GO TO 47 VS
46 GAMAO-O. VS
67 CONTINUE VS
ZF (IS .FO. 1) GO TO 26 VS
IF (IVING(N).NE.O.AND.I.EC.NMIHG(N)) GO TO 28 VS
IF (I.EOeNC(N)) GO TO 26 VS
GO TO 27




00 63 LO=lpM_ VS
LPnLI+(LO-1)tMK VS
AA't. VS
DO '6 LS=I.MM VS
LN-LI+(LS-1)eNK VS





GO TO 30 VS
26 GANAN=O, VS




DO 20 KKul,MM VS
LI.NK÷(FK-1)eM_+J-LK V$
IF (KK eEOc K) GO TO 22 VS
CA(LL)=CA(LL)÷2e*(-I.)**(K+KK)*AW(LX|tPSI(KKII(NIDTH(NpI)t(YCON(KKVS
I)-YCON(K))) VS




IF (IK ,EQ, O) FK-YCP(LL)I(HABeHJ_) VS




IF (IWING(N).NE.O.AND,I.EO.NWIN_(N)) GO TO 51 V$
IF (I,EQ,NC(N)| GO TO 50 V$
IF(HASYHeEO,I.ANDeI,EO,Z) GO TO _0 V$

































































IF(J GTNW(N,I) AND IPSI EQ 2) GO TO 18
CONTINUE
IF (CHDRDT(NpTPZ).LE.O.OO1) GO TO 18






IF (I,EO,NC(N)) GO TO 23
IF (IVINGIN).NE.O.AND.I.EO.NWING(N)) GO TO 24
IF(NASYN. EO.Z.AND.I,EO.1) GO TO 23
GO TO 1_
IF(J GT NW(N,I) AND IPSl EQ.2) GO TO 14
CDNTINUF
IF ICHORDT(NpIPT).LE,O,O01) GO TO 16








IF(IW,EO.2) GO TO 1#
IF (IWING(N).NE.O) _ TO 85
SE(IB.N.JI'G(N,J.IV)
GO TO 1¢
IF (IPS1,EO,Z,ANO.J,GT,NW(NpE)) GO TO 8T











































































IF (K ,EO, 2) IPZ-3
•IF (CHORDT(N_IPZ) ,LE,O,O01) GO TO 64
WRITE (JPTJ66)
WRITE (JPTp67)
66 FORMAT(150H CH_RDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF TIP
67 FORMAT (15Xj3HXlC_6X96HCTIP)
CHO-CHORDT(NpIPTI+CHORDT(NpIPZ*I)
: IF(KoFOeZ) GO TO 10_
























IF (K ,EO, ?) GO TO 80
IF (IPS1 ,FO. 2 .AND. I .GT, NW(NplI) GO
IF (IPS1 .EO. 1) GO TO 65
PO CONTINUF
CTDIS-2,ePI*G(NpIeK)*G(N,IjK)/CHD

















































































































IF (ZPS1 .EQ. 2 .AND. I.GT.NW(N_I)) GO TO 6_ VS 3824
IF (IPS1 ,EQ, 11 GO TO 61 VS 3825
81 CONTINUE VS 3826




Xl"YCN(N, IPZ+I) VS 3831
CHD-CHORDTINJTPT÷I) VS 3832
6P fJ = J VS 3833








64 CONTINUE VS 3842
IF (CHOROT(N_Z)._T,O,OOI,OR,CHORDT(Np3),GT,O,O01) JP-JP+I V$ 3843
TF(NW(Np2}.NEeO.ANOeNeFO.1) MM-MH_NS(N) VS 3866
IF(NW(N,Z),NE,O.ANO.H,GT°I) _M-NM+NS(N|-NS(N-1) VS 3845
1000 CONTINUE VS 3866
IF(ARS(CTX),LE,O.O0001) ¢0 TO 82 VS 3847
IF (JP.NE.O) CTX-SU_MICT_ VS 3848
82 CONTINUE - V$ 384q
CTX=-CTX VS 3850
WRITE (JPT962) CTP VS 3851
62 FORMAT (I2_H TIP SUCTION CDEFFZCIENT=,FlO.5_2Xj15H(ONE SIDE ONLY))V$ 38_2
WRITE(JPT_TS) CTX VS 3853
75 FORMAT(/66H THE X-COORDINaTE OF CENTROID OF TIP SUCTION =_F10.5) VS 3856
WRITE (JPTpb9) VS 38_
69 FOR_AT(/8H ELE_ENTp2Xp3HYISp6;eSHGAMHA,SX_SHGAHAX) VS 3856
N=I VS 385?
DO 35 I-lpLPANFL VS 3858
ETA-YV(I)IHALFB(N) VS 3859
WRITE (JPT_?) ZJETApAW(I)jCAII) VS 3_bO
35 IF(I,EQ.LPN(N)} N-N+1 VS 3861
RETURN V$ 38_2
END VS 3863
C FORTRAN NLSTIN VS 3864
SUBROUTINE AUGVOR(AWmCA,GAMMAeGNwLPANELPX2wY2mZZIB2mZ7CPJXCPIYCP VS 3R6_
1,NZ) VS 3866
DIMENSION AW(1)pCA(1)pGAMMJ(1)pZZCP(1)gXCP(1)eYCP(1)tW(2) VS 3867
REWIND 02 VS 3868
3 FORMAT (10F10,5) VS 3869
00 I I-I_LPANEL VS _870
DO 2 K=1_2 VS 3871
F-1, v_ 38_2
168
• . • :...
, .: .-:iI
•. . , .
.. • ;
iI. . : ',.:




2 W(K)-VLCTY (Xp Yp ZP X2PY2pI2pGMpB2)
: IF(NZ,Eo.o} CA(I}-WII)+W(2)
• _._ _F(N?,EQ.I}._CA(I}-W(1}-W(2}
•:- IF(NZ,EQ,O) .GO TO 15
':, ' D0"16 J-1,LPANFL
; 16 4tEAO(O21 {AW(K),K-1,LPANEL}
• -15 CONTINUE .•
'_ DO 5 :I-1,L,P.AINEL
:'. _:c !F(NZ,EO,O) GAMMA(I)-O.
! REM) I02) _(AW{K)pK-IpLPANEL)
'. OQ 10 J-I_LP'ANEL
: i_0 GAMMA(I)-GAMMA(1)-AW(J}*CA(J)
...... . '5 CONTINUE
; RETURN





































• "DO I '.i-I,N
IF(i.'GE.N1.AND.I.LE.N2) GO TO §
• • : _oToZ




• / 1 CONTINUE
.. _i : GM-O.25_PI*WIDTH(IpKC}*GM
.... ; "GW'GWeO.5*WIDTH(I,KC)SPI
•, • C :WRITF(JPT,2| (X(I_I},I-IpN)
'''J I_C IQRITE(JPT,2) GM,WIOTH(1,KC),GW
- :C ." WRITE(JPTe2).(CSC(I)*I'leN)
















































































L, . : '.




• ORIGINAL PLUS |S











: DIM ENSi_N GAMM_(1)_AW(1)_CA(1)_DF(6_I)_YK(6_I)_O$(6_1) V$
.- D_MEN$ION DC(6,1),GA_P(1)eGAHB(II_G_PR(Z)eCP(1)eGAHX(1)_PPEAK(6_I)VS
: I_CHOROT_6_I)_YCN(6_I)_SNALP(1),CH_LP(1) VS
•_. _O_ON i/GEnii HALFS_,YC_(2OO)_YCP(2OO)_ZC_(2COI_XLE(IOO}pYLE(_OO)_VS
.. l_TE(_OO)I_PSI(30|_CH(lOO)_XV(200}_YV(200)_SHt_lS_2)_XN(200_2)_YN(2VS
_O0_.)_ZH(_OO_2)_IDTH(6_5)_YCON(_l)eS_EEP(]OO)_H_LF_(6)_$J(6_31_5|V_
CONH'ON YCONST/ NCS_NC_HI(6_5)_MJ_I(6e2_5)_PJ_2(6_2_5)_NJ_(6_)_ VS
1NFP(6I_N_(6_2) V$
_'OH_0N ISCHE_EI C(Z)jX(15_41)eY(15e41)_SLOP_(15)_XL(2_lS)_XTT(_l),VS
_COMHON !AFROI _NeBeCl(50)eCT(_O]eCD(50),CP(_O) VS





",! CON_N IINnUTI INPT_JPT
;i D[HEN$_N DUM(2OOI_DUHY(2OO)eDUHZ(2OO)eDUMS(2OO)eDUPC(20C)












































;'" ; _, •'_i_,
?'";L' "


























































READ(01) (DUM(K) J.K'lpLWF )
READ(01) (AW(K)pK'IPLWF)
AW(L1 )=0, VS
IF(IJ.GT.LPANfL] GO TO 2 VS
IF(_IAL(L).EO.O) GO TO 2 V$
IF(IJ.GE.MJWI(L,JZJ. NAL(L)).At4D.TJ.LE.MJW2(L,JZj. NAL(L))) GO TO 10 VS
%F(IJ.GE.MJWI(LpNX,NAL(L)).AND.IJ.LE.MJW2(L,NWpNAL(L))) AW(LZ)=OF(VS
1L,NAL(L)) VS
IF (NLEF(L).EO.1.AND°IJ.EO.MM) AW(L1)=O.SODF(LpNAL(L)} VS
GO Tr_ 2 vs
IF (IJ.FO.MM°AHD.NLEF(L)°FO°O) AW(LI)-O°5*DF(L,NAL(L]) VS
IF(NLEF(L).EO.1) GO TO 2 VS
IF (MJWI(L p2_NAL (L ] ) .EO°O) _W(L1)-DF(LpNAL(L ] ) VS
ZK=IJ Ve
AW(L1 ) -AW (L1)*CNALP ( Z 7) VS
WRITF(JPTe15) ZJ,AW(L1)pCNALP(I?) VS
CALL VMSEON (NJ,TK,AW,GAMPA,CA) V_
NJ=NJ-1 VS
IE(IJ.GT.LPANEL) GO TO 6 VS
IF(IJ.GE,LPANI(L).GND.IJ.LT.LPN(L ]] NN-N_/(Lg?) VS




IF(IJ.NE.LPANI(L)) GO TO 4 V$
IF(IJ.EO.LPN(L)) GO TO 6 V$
IF(L.EO.1) IZ=l VS
IFfL.GT.1) IZ-Tl-NS (t)+NS (L-l) V._
IF (IJoEO,LPN(L)I L=L+I VS
KZ=2 VS
CALL THPUST(LPANEL_,GAMMAI, SNALP, LPANlJ, ICAM,TCJMB_NL_F,NAL,IV,IICINC, VS
IJYK,DC,DS,CApI_GLTpKT_O.90.,O.,CNALepDF,NrlpKTpRCp!C6VTpSWPPPIBLCpV_
2YCONeBREAK} VS








































































IF(NW(LeZ).NE.O) NWW"NW(L j E)
IF[L.EO,I) ZST=O




GMAX( I ) =0.
NK-I ST÷ (I-I L-1 )*NWW
IKmKM




DO 3q LS=lJ, NWW
LN=HK÷L$




GMAX (I )=GMAX (I|+AAWmGAMX (L P |
KM=KM÷I
IF(I.NE.NS[L)) GO TO 37
IF(NW(L,2).EO.O) GO TO 37
IF(L.EO.I) KM-KM+N$(L )
IF(L.GT.I) KW-KM+NS (L ]-N$ (L-l)
IF(I.F.O.NS(L) } L-L+I
WRIT_(JPTp17) (C,wAX [T )pI-lpNCS)
















YBB= BREAK (l, 1 )











































































































IF(NC1.EO.1) GO TO 80 VS
NClt'NCI-1 V$











00 6 IJ-19LNF V$
CSK-SWPP(L,IPN) VS








































































































RFO,,XB*(1.+XSISORT(XB*XB÷B*RF(II I_'RF [II ))) VS
NN=(-BK+RL*XCF (II)IHALFB(1) )'_RF(II )eRF(II)-(RF1-RFOI_(GBO4.RLeGRO)IVS
I(4,ePI)
20 CA(IJ I=CA (IJ)+WN
15 FORMAT (l_,I4,?X,8FlO.5)
IF(IJ°GT.LPANEL) GO TO 6








IF (IJ .GE.LPANI(L).ANO.IJ.LToLPN(L)) NN=_W(L,2)
IF(IJ.EO,LPN(L).AND,IJ,LT.LPANEL) NN=N_(L+lJl]




IF (IWING(L],NE.O.AND,IW.TO.(IWING(L)÷I]) GO TO 7
IF(IJeEO.LPANI(L).OR.IJ.EOoLPN(L)) GO TO 1_








IF (IWING(L),NE.O,ANO,IW,EO,(IWING(L)÷I)) GO TO 22
GO TD Z3








IF(IJ,EO.LPANI(L),OR,IJ,EQ*LPN(L)) GO TO 23







































































































































IF(I,EO,2) WRITE(JPTp17) (CA(IJ)pIJ=I_LWF) VS
REWINO 02 VS
ZF(NAUG,EO°I) GO TO 41 V$
IF(HALP,EO,1) GO TO 40 VS
CONTINUE VS
DO 45 K-lJLWF VS
READ(OZ)(AW(J)_J'I_LWF) VS
00 50 J=I,LWF V$
GAMNA(J)=O, VS
REAO(OZ) (AW(K)pK=lJLWF) VS









CALL _AMAX (AW,CA_LPANI_LPANFL,GAMMAeBREAK_CHORDT_IWIHG_ VS
1YCNtSLOPE_CTX_IWGLT_KZ_SE_IA) VS
IF(I.EO.I) GO TO 65 V$
IF(I,EO,2) GO TO 60 V$
DO 59 K-I_LWF VS
GAMR(K)=GAMMA(K) VS
IF(K,LE,LPANEL) GO TO 61 VS
































































CALL AUGVOR(AWpCApGA_RpGRpLPANELwX2pY2JZ2eBpTZCPPXCPpYCFpl) VS 4216
GO TO 70 VS 4217
65 00 58 K-1,LVF VS 4219
GANP(K)-GAHMA(K) VS 421Q
IF(K.LE.LPANEL) GO TO 62 V$ 4220
GO TO 58 V$ 4221
62 GA_P(K)-GASHAfk)*DU_C(KI+OU_(K)$P*DUMZ(K)IHALF_(1)*GA_Y(K) VS 6222
1-DUM$(K)*P*DUHY(K)IHALFB(1)*GAMX(K)-OUHX(K)*CA(K) VS 4223
58 CONTINUE VS 4224
00 63 K-I,NCS VS 4225
63 Yi2, K)-COtK) VS 4226
C VRITE(JPTp17) (CO(K)jK-19NCS) VS 4227
C WRITE(JPTe17)(GA_P(K)_Kml_LWF) VS 4228
IF(HZ,EO.O) GO TO 70 VS 4229
DO 76 K-1,NCS VS 4230
76 CD(K).X(lZ,K)*2.*Y(1,K)*Y(2,K)*X(14pKt*X(13,K) VS 4231
C VRITE(JPTP17) (X(12pk)_Y-l,NC5) VS 4232
C VRITE(JPT,17)(X(139K)pK-l,N_S) VS 4233
C WRTTE(JPT,17) (X(14p_),k-1_NCS) VS 4234
CALL SPNINT(NVLI(1),NVL2(1)_NSpCDJSJ_SWEEPt_lJ_pGP_VTOTH_GPW) VS 4235
GptGPW*GHIGW VS 423_
CALL AUGVOR(AVpCA_GA_PpGPpLPANELpX2pY2_Z2tBpZTCPpXCPpYC?91) VS 4237
GO TO 70 VS 423A
60 DO 57 K-lpLWF VS 423Q
GAMB(K)-GA_MA(_) VS 4240
IF(K.LE.LPANEL) GO TO 66 " VS 4241
GO TO 57 VS 4242
66 GANB(K)nGAHMA(K)eOUMC(K)÷E_*GAM_(K)*OUM(_)-OUMX(K)*CA(K) VS 4243
57 CONTINUF VS 4244
00 b7 K-I_NCS VS 424_
67 Y(3_K)-CO(K) VS 4246
C WRITE(JPTplT) (CO(Y)_K-1JNCS) VS 4247
.C VRITE(JPT,17)(GAMB(K)PK-1jLWF) VS 4248
TFIMZ,EO.O) GO TO 70 VS 4249
GBSmGH*2**BKK VS 42_0
CALL AUGVOR(AVsCA_GAHBsGBBtLPANEL_X2_Y2,Z2_B_TZCP_XCP_YCP_I) VS 4251
70 IF(I.EO.1} GO TO 75 VS 42_2
IF(I.EO.3) GO TO 35 VS 4253
RL-RLL VS 4254
BktO. VS 4255
GO TO 35 VS 4256
75 BKuBKK VS 4257
P'O* VS 4258
35 CONTINUE VS 4259
RETURN VS &2bO
ENO VS 4261
C FORTRAN NLSTIN VS 4262
SUBROUTINE _8ETA(X,Y_Z_WN_OSS_DCC_BK_RL_HALFB_DS#DC,NCS_|V,Z_NG_ V$ 4263
IYKtZVGLT_NASYH_NCI_DSK_DCK_LL_BREAK) V$ 6264
176
• . ' , .....
CORIGINAL P,*_.i_. _:L,
OF POOR QL_/_LITY
,._ , . •






COMNON /EXTRA/ LPN(6)pN$(6)pICNLE(6)pITVST(_)pIST(6),PGRD_HEIGHT_ VS
IATTPNC(6)sNWING(6)_IPOS(_)pIALPpDUMT(3t6P15)pHALFBH(6)
:COMMON /INOUT/ INPT,JPT
:DATA CO_/1,P_-l,/ " " .










IF(NASYM,6Q,O) GO TO 40
YA-YK(I_NC1) • . ..' ". ."' "
YAA'YA ' "















IF (IV(L),¢O,I)' ISM'I i


































































IF(I,GT,KSI,AND.I,LE.KSE) GO TO 3
IFIX,GT,AVXt ADO-X-AVX
GO TO 3 l_
IF(I,GT.KSI,AND,I,LE,KSE) GO TO 3
























IF(ABS(DCC-_C(I})*GT.O°O01) GO TO 26
IF(ABS(OSS-DS(Z])*GT*O,O01] GO TO 26
IF(NC(L},GT.1) GO TO 26























































































































































IF(ABS(RL),GT.O,O001) _0 TO 30
IF(I.EQ.NCS] GO TO 30
IF(I.EO.NS(L)] GO TO 17
IF (IWING(L}.NE.O.AND.I.EQ.IWING(L}!








IF[I,EQ,NS(L)) GO TO 23
GO TO 24












































































































IF (I, EOeNS (L).AND.[,LT,6|
IF(I.EO.NS(L)) GO TO 24
IF (IWGLT(L).NF.2) Gt_ TO 24
_A=YK(L_NC (L)-2)_DSK(LpI)
YAA-YK (L• NC (L)-2) eOCt( (L_ 1 )
















































































































COHMON IAERO! AM_BeCL(SO)_CT(SD)_CD(50)eCH(SO) VS
COMMON ICONSTI NCS_NCgeNl(6,5)e_Jgl(6e2,5)e_J_2(6,2efl)eNJV(6eS)e VS
1NFP(6)_NW(6_2) VS
COMMON ICAMBI ICA_(6)_(6_lO]_XT(_lO_21)_AA_(6_lO_O)_B_(6_lO_ VS
120),CCM(6,1O_ZO]_OOM(6_lO_20)_YT(_lO)_CURV(6*]O),CHND(6_lO) VS










































































































































































































































































ZF(NASYM.EO.O) GO TO 1373
YB=YBREAK (1, NC1]
YBB=YB
IF[NC1,EO.1} GO TO 1373
NC 11" NC I-'I ....
00 1374 I=I,NCI1
ZB'ZB+ {YRREAK {I, I]-YBREAK (1, I÷l } )*DSIN (1, I÷l )









































































IF (IALP,EO.1) GO TO 2245







TF(TBO.EO.O] GO TO 2245
IF(LAT.NE°I] GO TD 2243

































TO0 FDRMAT(?X,?6HeeeTHE FOLLOWING ALPHAS FOR Vn_TEX BREAKDOWN AT T,E, VS
1HAVE BEEN CORRECTEO FORIlOXe75HCAMBER AND ADVFRSE PRESSURE GRAOIENVS
ZT IN VORTEX LIFT AUGMENTATIONe IF _NY#_*] VS
2245 CONTINUE VS
JA=O VS
DO 2233 V=I_NSUR V$










IF (IBD.NE,O) WRITE(JPT,6q) K VS




































































., . tF(IBD.EQ.O,OR.IALP,FO.t} GO TO gOq
. . _FI]COUHT,NE,1} GO TO qOq









iF[IALP,EO.I) GO TO 2233
IF(TRD.EO.O) GO TO 2251









• ' ,I_(MT,EO,1).GD TO 2254
YBARfKtIt-1.-DWTE
IF(YBARtKplI,LT.O.) YBAR(KpI)-O.
: IF(ALPDT.LT.8.) GO TO 2251
•' ALPOT'ALPDT-8.
.'_'T=I
Go TO zz o
Z2_4 CONTINUE




























































IF(IBD.EO.O) GO TO 2233
IF(LAT,NE,1) GO TO 2233
DXTF=O.












702 FORHAT(SXj28H(FOR RIGHT VING IN SIDESLIP)I
:VRITE (JPTJq10) RB
! _R ITF (JPT_703)
703 FDR_AT(SX,27H(FDR LEFT WING IN SIDFSLIP))

































































































































































COW( I ) -0.
CLWL ( I 1=0.
CMWL ( I )I0,


































































































































IF (I.GE .I_STP (K) . AND.MSTP (1() oNE.O) NA=2
NB=YD2 (Kp MAD
IF (N&SYM. EO..I..ANOoMA. EO.I ) NB'NB÷I
NO-I
IF(MVRTX(K).NF.O) NO=2
IF(M&.EO.2) NO-YD2 (K, MA-1 }+1
C WRITE [ JPTJ,3) NOpNB_KpIV(K)
IF (XA. EO. 2.AND. I oEO.MSTP (K)) IcY=O
IF (Nk. EO.2.AND.Z .EOoHSTP (K) ) VR-O








IF(NV(KjZ).EO.01 GO TO 100
IF (K,EO°I_.) II =I(CH÷NS (I()
IF(K.GT.1] II=KCH+NS(K]-NS[K-1)










IF(LAT.NE,I) GO TO 2255
fiR--( XLE ( KCH )-XRFF ) IHALFB (l)tRt
RR2=BR_'fiR

































































IF(I.EO.I,0RoI.EO.MSTP(K)) GO TO 2253
IF(I.NE.(NS(K)+I)) GO TO 2252
CONTINUE
IF(IALP.EO.I.0R.IBD,EQ.O) GO TO 2252
IF(ICOUNT.LT.1) GO TO 2252
RTK=FRATN(YC_X(KtMA])
RTO=RTK



























































































































































IF (IAGVX, EO.1,ANO,MA. EO, 2) ID=I
IF(IBD.EOoOt GO TO 2266
EFFECT OF ROLLING ON VORTEX. BREAKDOWN
YCC-YB8+ (YLE (KCH)-YR)*COD
7CC=ZCP (MM+I ] +ZR+ (YLE (XCH)-YB)_'SOD















IF(I'oNE,NS(K)) GO TO 2280
GPR'1.
GPL'I.




YN?=YN (INFI÷I • 2 )
TF(NASYM,EO,I,AND°HA°EOol) YNI=ABS(YN(HM+I_Z))
_[F (NASYN, EO,1 ,AND,NA°EOo 11 YN2=ABS (YN(IqN+lwl))
YY1= { YN1-YD ] IHR EF


























































IF(ALD1.LT.ALPBD(KpMA)) GO TO 2269






IF (YY2 .LE. YP) GO TO 2269
IF (YYE .GT= YP) FPR-RTK
IF (YY[ °LE. YP =AND° YY2 oGT. YP)
1YI)
IF(ALDZ.LT.ALPBD(KpMA)) GO TO 2268






IF (YY2 ,LE. YPL) GO TO 2268


























































































ERL*BAl÷( BA2-BA 1 ]/BK_AA
HRLs_Al-(BA2-RAllfBK_AA
IF(P_K.GT.O.O_) ERL =BAI+ (BA1-BA3|/BKeAA
























IF (YR ,LT, YYI) YR=YYI





IF (ALP oGT. ARLI) DWT-BDPT(APD)
YRI=I.-_XT
IF (YPl .GT. YY2) YR]-YY2
IF (YR1 .LT. YYI) YR3-YYI
YR-O.Se(YR+YR1)
IF (YY2 .LE. YR) GO TO 23
RP-RTRR
: RM-1.
IF (KX ,EO, 2) RP-RTRL
IF (wX ,EO, 1 ,AND. PR_ ,GT. 0,01) RP-RTBL
IF (KX .EO. I .AND. YY1 .GT. YR) FRL-RP
IF (WX .EQ, 2 ,AND. YYI .GT, YR) FRR-PP
IF(YY1 .LE. YR ,AND. YY2 .GT.
KY-O































































































IF (KY .EOo 1 ,AND. KX .EQ.1) FRLtRH VS
IF (KY .EQ. I .AND. KX oEO, Z] FRRmRM V$
IF (PBK eLT. 0o01 okNDo KX eEQa 1) PMHu(1,-R_}I(lo-RP) V$
IF (PBK .GT. 0.01 .AND. KX .EO. 21 RMN=II.-P_}I(Z.-RD) V$
23 CONTINUE V$
IF(KX.EQ.I) GO TO Zl VS
GO TO 2266 V$
2265 CONTINUE V$
C _RITE(JPTt2) HRLpGRL VS




GO TO 20 V$
21 CONTINUE VS




GO TQ 20 V$
2266 CONTINUE V$
IF (ABS(FPR-RTF) ._T. 0.01) GO TO P83 V$
IF (PPK .GT. 0.01 .AND. A_S(FRR-RTBL] .GT, 0._]) FRR-RTK VS
883 CONTTNUE VS
TF(IO.EO.1) GO TO 882 VS
GO TO 893 VS
882 CONTINUE V$








































































































IFtLAT,NE,I) GO TO 22?5
IF(IO,LF.MVRTW(K),AND,MVRTX(K).NE°O) GO TO 2275
IF(BUXIK_,I_B).LF.AUX(KpNB)) GO TO 2275
OXR'AUX (K I,NO )-CR X (K 9NO )
CRR"AUW (K pN_)-DXR
XEF-CRRe(YEY-BREAK(KjNO))I(YBREAK(K_NB)-BREAK(Vo;._O))÷UXR
IF (KY,EO,O) DYB (K)'YYB
IF(KY,EO,]) C_O TO 2272
XE=WEE+ABS(RG)*TO
IF(XE,LT,AUX(KgNR)) GO TO 2271
KY-1
IF (YBA. LT,I, E-20 ) XBA-DXR
IF (YItA.LT.1.E-20}YBA=BREAK(Kj, NO)
SY-YBA+(YLE (KCH)-YBA) e(AUX(K_NB )-XBA) I {XE-XBA)
SB-SY
IF(_;B,LT.O. ) $8-0°




















































































































TF([QI-O2)°LT°I°E-q) GO TO 2272









IF(KR.EO.I) GO TO 2273
XF=XEE+ABS(RGR)tTO














IF((OI-OZ),LT.1.E-Q) GO TO 2273





IF(KS,EO,1) GO TO 2277
XE-XEE+ABS(DMM(I))














































































01-AUX (Y, NB)-XE V5
02-CRR VS
IF((OI-O2).LT.1.E-q) GO TO 2277 V$





















OO 155 J-19_CW VS
EPL-O. VS
NN-J+_M VS
IF (NU(KP2).EQ.O} GO TO ]51 VS










































































IF tIALP .EO. 1) GO TO 305
IF(K.EO.],ANO,ICAMB,EO,1) GO TO 1315
CALL 7CR(XCeYV(LL]pCAM_ICAM_]eKelpCHORDtDTDYeISTeTSW)








IF(LL.GE.HJWI(K,JZ_NL].AHD.LL.LE.HJW2(KjJZpNL)) GO TO _00
EP=&LPH(I)











GO TO 310 V$
IF(I_LP.EO.1) ¢0 TO 305 VS
CAM-O. VS
ICT=ICAMT(K) VS
IF(ICT.NEoO] CALL ZCR(XC_YVtLL)JCA_wICAMJZ3sWPICT_CH_RDp VS
OZOY,ISTtTSW) V$
IFtLL.GE._JWI(K,JZ_NL),AND.LL.LE.HJ_Z(K_JZ_NL)) GO TO 300 V$









































































































IF(LAT,EO,O) GO TO 155
FZ=SN(K_JLL_L)*CH[IL]/FN
































































































IFIXC.LT.RAT.AND.XV(LLt.LT.AUX(K_NB)) FWB-O. VS 5346
IF(YN(LL91),GT,SYB,AND,XV(LL),GToAUX(K*NB)) FVBmO, VS 5365
IFISYB,GT°YN(LLgl)*ANDoSYB°LT,YN(LLe2)) GO TO 5Z1 VS 5346
GO TO 522 V$ 534?






IF(XC,LT,RATR,ANn°XV(LL}°LT,AUX[K_NB)) FWR=O, V$ _354
IF(YN(LL,11,GT,SYRobNDoXV(LL).GT,_UX(_NB)) F_R=O, VS 5355
IF(SYR.GT,YN(LL,1],AND,SYR.LT,YN(LL_Z)) GO TO _23 VS 5356
GO TO 524 VS 535?









ZCV-ZCVIFT . VS 5367
IF(LAT.EO,I) GO TO 1354 VS 5368
EPP-EPL V$ 5369
EPL=EPL-CAM VS 5370
IF(NASYM.EO.I) WBS=GBS V$ 5371
CLRS=CLBS-WBSe?CV*COS(EPL) VS 5372
CNS=CNS+WBS_YCV+GBSe$IN(EPP)_YLF(KCH)_CODIFT V_ 5_73





















CN_l,,CNB14"GBSe (-CAM_,CS÷SS)eCDDIFTeBKe(XV (LL ]-WREF ] eCOSA
155 CONTINUE
E_D OF CHORDWISE INTEGRATInN
DZDY'.O •
TS_/=SINtSWEEP(VCH) )/COS (SWEEP(WCH))
IF (IALP ,EO, 1) GO TO 316
IFtIWIN_(K),NF.O,ANO.I.GT.IWING(K)) (;,0 TO 320




CALL ?CR (we, YLE (KCH) _CAMLEpICAMp ZI_KPlp CHORDp 07DYe IST_TSW)
IF(NLEF(K),EO,O] GO TO 31B
IF (LL,GE,MJWt(K,J?tNL).AND,LL.LF,MJ_/Z(K,JTpI<L)) GO TO 315
GO TO 31n

















1CH{_RD, DTDY, ISTJ TSW)
WCS'CDS (At PH( I ))
XSS'SIN(ALPH(1))
IF(_LEF(K),EO,O) GO TO 31"I
IF(LL.GE.MJWItKpJZPNL),AND.LL.LF.14JW2(KpJTpNL)I G_ TO 2q5
GO TD 317





FI-SOR T (I.+CAML E_Z )
F2-SQRT ( ( 1. +FTANq'FTAN )tCOD'o'COD+ (CAMLE'_FTAN+SOD)¢,_2)
F12=FleF2

































































































































IF (ABS(FPR-RTK) .GT. 0.01) GO TD 887
IF (PBK .LT. O.OZ oAND. ARS(FRR-RTBL) .GT. 0.01) FRR=RTBR
887 CONTINUE
RT=t.
IF (RTBL .LT. 1,) RT-],-(1,-RTK)*(i,-FRL)I(1,-RTBL)




IF (PBY .LT, 0.01) GO TO B88
IF (A_S(FRR-RTBL) .LT. 0.01) FRSL-RTK
IF (ABS(FRL-RTBL) ,LT. 0.01) FRSP=RTK
IF (ABS(FPR-RTK) oGT, 0,01) GO TO B89
RO=I,
IF (RTBL ,LT, 1.) RO=I,-(Z,-RTK)*fl,-FRR)/(1,-RTBL)





































































CYS=CYSeCONST ...... . '" .
.. CNS=CNSeCONST..:ii r' i'i" .' " ":"
CLBS=CLBseCDNST ' : ' ......
i .CYPS=CYPS,¢C DNST • ,:
CNPS=CNPSeCONST












SUM2-Y (3_ I) w_Y(3p I )
SIIM3-Y(4_.I)$Y(_pl) .
S_Ill=Y(Ip I )+Y(?p% )
SM!P_-Y (]p I )-Y (21.I)
SMZI-Y (]p I) ÷Y (3,I)
SM?2-Y(Ip I)-Y(3s.I )


















































































































































































































































































IF(MA.EOo2.ANDilAGVXiEO.O| FBC'O, VS 558q
SIDEI=SIOBI+O,Se(FBC-FBL_FBSL_FBB)_SRG -0.Se(1,-FF)eCSU(Z)eFBB VS 5590







IF(LAT.EO.1) GO TO 1356 VS 55q8
S1=1. VS 5599
IF(Y(1pI),LToO,) 51--1. VS 5600
52"1. VS 5601
IF(NASYM.EO°I) GO TO 1365 VS 5602




IF(SM1.GF.Oo.ANP.SM2.GE.O.) SUM=Oo V$ 5607
IFISN1.LT.O..AND.SM2.LT.O°) SUM=O. V$ 560_
.SIDF=CTHe(2,tYfl, I)_GAMP(I)+SUMI_S2eF_ VS 560q
CONTINUE V$ 5610





IF(IO,GE°NVRTX[K)°AND.NVRTX(K),NE.O) GO TO 253 VS 5616
IF(IO.LF.MVRTX(V).AND.NVRTX(Y}.NE.O) GO TO 253 VS 5617
GO TO 220 VS 5616
CL81=CLBS VS fi61q
CNBI=CNS VS 5620






IFfOBK,GT,O.01) YYP-JBS(SIDFP+$1D_B)¢CHORD*SSN VS 5627
IF(PBK,GToO.01} YYR=ABStSIDDB+SIDRR)_CHNROtSSN VS 562B
RP=DMM(I) VS 562g
IF(RP.GT.CHORD) RP=CHORO VS 5630
OXPP=RP_FStSSN VS 5631
IF(YYP,GT,DXPP) YYP=DXPP VS 5632
IF(YYR°GT°DXPP) YYR-DXPP V_ _633
IF(DRR,LT,YYR) ORP=YYR V$ 5634
IF(IRL.EO.I.AtlD.YYR.LT.YYP) YYR=YYP VS 5635








































































IF(IO,GE,NVRTX(K),ANO,NVRTY(_}.NF,O) GO TO _0 VS
IF(IO,LE.MVRTX.(K),AND,MVRTX(K),NE,O) GO TO 250 VS




































































.- . . •
_F (I .LT. NCDL) GO TO 210
KLL,,NC OL-1
KC,,,KC+ 1













• C14 GN °,C MGM+C MGI* AA
I'FIIO.GE.NVRTX(K).ANDoNVRTX(K).NF.O) DVH(I)=O.
IF (IO, LE,HVRTX(K) °AND,MVRTY (K),NE,O) DPIM(]),'0°
[F(IOoGE,NVRTX(K)°AND,NVRTX(K),NE°O) GO TO 25?
IF(IO°LE°HVRTX(K).AND°_VRTX(I(),NE°O) GO TO 2.m2
YC=YL E (I<CH)
RR,.ASS (CSU( Z ) ) *CHORD
,XC=XLE (KCH) 4.RR










IF (ICAIq(l(). EO,3) CALL
1TSW)
• I F(ICAM(K),EO,2) CALL
CONTINUE





ZF(Z°GE,NVLI(JA),ANO,Z°LE,NVL2(JA)) GO TO 261
GO TO 262
IF(]°NEoNVLI(JA}) GO TO 263
AUGI'IENTED VORTEX LIFT EFFECT
ZFfZBD°EOoO) GO TO 263



























































































































IF(IBD,EO,,O) GO TO 274
IF(ALP.LT°ABRN) GO TO 260
IF(&LP.GE°ALPBD(KpHA)) GO TO 266













26q IF(LAT.NE.1) GO TO 272
DAO- (ALP-ABRNL) 4'180, IP I
DXP-O,
OAP= ( ALP-ABPNB)_I 80olPZ









IF(&LP•LT,A_,RNB) GO TO 272
IF(ALP.GE.ALBDBR(K.MA)) FTN=I.
IF (ALP •GE °ALBDBL ( Kj, HA ) ) FTNL.I•























































IF(rBR,LT,lo _OR, FBLoLT,I.) EFFB-1,
272 CONTINUF






































IF(L_T,EO°O) GO TO 221























































































































































IF(IWZNG(K)oNE,O.AND,],EOeZ_ZNG(K)) GO TO 217


































































































IF(I.EG,NS(K)) GO TO 217








IF(IWTNG(K}.NE.O.AND.I.EQ.IWING(K|) GO TO 218































































































CONTINUE " " "_ "' " " '
KCH=KCH+I
]F(YW]NG(K),EO,O) GO TO 2102
















IF(LAT*EO,O) GO TO 1358
V_ZTE('JPTp2) SDW,COV,SDD,CODeY_REAK(leIPN)gYBS,VfieZ_
WRITE(JPT,2) OYB(1)_OYR(1)















































































































































IF(NASYM.[O.I) GO TO 220
IF(IWING(K}.EQ.O} GO TO 229







IF(KK.EO.]) GO TO 226
CONTINUE
IF(KK.EO.2) K1-KK÷I
I_(KK._Q.]) GO TO 1366























































































































YKP-YBREAK ( K9 IPN) VS
ISN-1 VS
FNmNVIKp1) V._
NCW- NW ( KJ 1 ) +NW( Kj 2} V$
DO 2;)5 Jll_NCW VS
jjlj VS





IF(KIKeEO,_ ) ) KI=KK+2 VS
FJJ'JJ VS
WRITE(JPT*2} SS _CSw YB2, YI_ 1, ZB1 ,.YKP VS
XYZ"Y (4+Ke J) US
IF (KK,FO,2) XYZ-Y(IO+KPJ) VS
ZCV=CS* (?BI+ ( YKP-YB1 )*SS )-sse (YB2÷ ( YKP-YBl )*C$) VS
YCV= SS$ ( ZBI+ ( YK P-YB 1 }$SS ) ÷CSt (Y82+ (YK PIyB1 )$CS ) VS
XO,YCNIK,K1)+O.StCHOROT(K_I)t(1,-COS((2,tFJJ-I,}tPZI(2e$_H))) VS
XQ-_O-XREF. VS






IF(NASYM,EQ,O) _0 TO 1367 VS
IF (XYZ .LT.o;. AND.KK.EO.1) $1l-1 * " VS
IF(XYZ,GT.O..AND.KK,EO.2) $1=-1, VS
IF(XYT.LT,O.) $3"-1. VS

























































































IF(SMll._E.O. .AND. SM12o_E.O.) SUVI-O.
IF(SMll,LT.O. ,AND,SMI_.LT.O,} SUPI=O.
IF(SH21.GF*O* .aNO. Se22.GE,O.) SUP2-0,
TF(SM21.LT.O..AND. S_22,LToO.) SUPZ-O.








CK-C HORDT ( K jK 1 ) * ( 2. tYY?*SI:I eSUH1 ) * SN (Y, JJ t I SN ) IFt:
CK2-CHOROT (K, K1 )* (2**XYZ*SF2÷SUH2) OSN(K, J J, T_N | IFH
YRF..HALFR[K)
IF (NASYH.C-0.1 .AND. KK.EC.2) YRF'PREAK(FPII
TF (NASYV..EO.O ..AND. YI_.EO.Z) YPF=YBRFAK(Kp_'C(I())
SUM3=SUH3-2.*RL*YRFIH,_LFB tl )*)tYZ*XYT"_8_R(SmK )









CLfi-CL B'_CY2 IC S*ZCV*PI S
CYP-C YP+CI_ *_I S


















































































































EFFECT OF VORTEX BREAKDOWN
BR=-_OIHALFS(IIeRL
BLR-BR








































































































































IF(NVRTX(K).NE.(NS(K)÷I)) GO TO 223
B1-CHORDT (K,K1)*?.=XYZtXYT*BMP (6.1()eGB_SN(KpJJ_ ISN) IFNeFJTRtCStS1
CK2=CK2+Bt
PBI=CHORDT(WtK1 ) *2. tXYTtGB*SEltSN(K# JJe ZSN) IFNeFATROC$_S1
IF (PBK.GT,,O.01) CKZ-CK2+PR1
RI-C HORDT (K 9K1) "2.* XyzexY Z*ABC'I'P,R*SN ( Y p JJj IS;d) IFN*F ATR*CS'I'S1
CK._=CK3+R 1
RBI=C HOPDT ( l_pK1 )'2, *Xy 7tGB#SE3,I, SN ( KwJJJ ISN)/FNeFATR_CS_SI
IF (PqK.C-T.O.01) CK3=CI(3+RB1
DR=RML ( 5, K )
WRITE (JPTJ2) ARLpCR LJRTBReRTBLeDRe BMR ( 6pK )




ADDITIONAL VORTEX LIFT ON THE LEFT OUTBOARD PANFL
FBB=I.
ID=O
IF (MA. EO, 2.AND, IAGVX. FQo 1) ID-1
IF (ID, FO. I,AND, ALP° GT,AB3) FBB=CA(W)
IF(ALP,GE,ALPAD(Kpl ),AND,IAGVX,EO,O) rBB-O,
GG=CPCVL(K )






IF (_A. EQ, 2,AND, IAGVX, EO,O) FBC-O,
TBI-O,5'_(FBC-CA(K)¢FBB]*BI





CYBV-C YBV-CK? IC S_'SS_P IS
CNBV-C NBV+CK2 IC S* SS*P IS*XO
CLBV=C LBV-C KZIC S_'(YCV-DYB (K ])*PIS
CYPV-CYPV-CKICS*SS* PI S
CNPV,CNPV_CKICS_SS*PISeXO
CYRV-C YRV-CK31C S*SStP IS
CNRV-C NRV+C K31C S*SS ep I$*XO






















































































































































IF(LAT,EO,O) GO TO 227
CONST=PII(2.eH_LFSW)
CONT_-CONSTI(2._HALFB[1))


















































































































CLNSE =C 5*COSA+C6_S INA
CNNSE-CbeCOSA-C 5*SINA
CLNS EV-C 7eCOS A+C 8eS INA



















CNBV-C NBV_CDNTBI BK ÷CNBVAeRTB
CNBVSE-CNBVSEeCONTB IBK+CNBVA_RTB



















































































































































GO TO q2 VS
AI-CLTOT-CLII VS
IF(A_S(AI).LT.O,O01) GD TO qo VS
ASP-AII(ALP-ALPII) VS
ALPINC-(CLDS-CLTDT]IASP VS
IF(KI,EO,NALP) GO TO qO VS
GO TO 341 VS
CONTINUE VS






IF(LAT.EO.(-1)) GO TO 71 VS
CALL BENDIN(NCJCLYjBMR,IgINGeBRFAKpCBMR,CBTRprIVINGeHALFSH_H_LF_P_PVS
1COS,DSINPIWGLTeFTLPNASYMpNC2,0PNSUPJNS) VS





IF(NASYM.EO.1) CEMR (1) -CBTR (1) VS
K_=NS (I ) VS
IF(I.GT.I} K_=K_-NS (I-1) VS
00 ?_ K-I,K_ VS
BML(I_K)-DMR(ItK} VS
CONTIHUE V$
GD TO 73 VS
IF(LAT,EQ.I) GO TO 73 VS





























































DO 1_04 I=I,NSUR VS 63?6
IF(IWGLT(I).EO.Z) CBML(I)-CBML(I}÷FTL(I)$(X(IJ31*X(I_I}÷W(Ip4)*X(IVS 6375
lp2))IHALFB{I)÷CBTLII) V$ 6376
1404 CONTINUE VS 6377'
73 CONTINUE V$ 6378
HALFSW=SWS VS 6370
ALP=ALP$1BO./PI VS 6380
WRITE (JPT, 51} VS 6381
IF (IALP .EO. 1) WRITE (JPTpSQ) V$ 6382
I
IF(IALP ,EO. I) GO TO 76 VS 6383
WRITE (JPTJSZ] ALP VS 63_6
AF-O, VS 638_
DO 2315 I=IJNSUR VS 63P6;
IFINAL(I),NE,O.AND,ABS(AF},LT,O.01) AF=DFIIjNAL(1))elBO,IPI V$ h3P?
2315 CONTINUF VS 6388
IF(LAT ,EO, (-I)) WRITE(JPT,?7) AF VS 63Fq
76 CDNTINUE VS 6390
77 FO_MAT(12OXtlqHAND AILERO_ ANGLE -eFB.3e2Xe4HDFG°) V$ 6391
WRITF(JPT,51) V$ 63e2
51FO_MAT(IZOXp62HXXXXXXXXYXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXX_XXXX_XXXXXX_XXXX) V$ 63q3
52 FORM&T(120Xp32HPRFSSURE DISTRIBUTION AT ALPHA -,FS.3,2XD_DFGo) VS 6304
5q FORMAT (120X_43HPRESSUREDISTRIPUTION AT ALPHA • 1.0 RADIAH) V_ _3o5
IF(LAT.NE.(-1)) WRITE(JPTp_3] VS _q6
IF{LAT,EO.(-1)) WRITEtJPTpS_) VS _3q?
53 FORMAT (13Xp6HVORTEXgI4Xp2HXV_ITXw2HYVplq_ZHCP) VS 6398
55 _OQ_AT(/3X,6HVDRTEXp14Xp2HXVpITXp2NYV,17XpBPCP(LEFT)_I2X_ QHCP(RI_VS 6399






DO bO I-I_NCS VS 6&06
H_B=HALFB(K) V_ 6_07
IF (NW(K,2).FO.O) GO TO 6? VS 6_C_
IF(K.EO.1) II-KCH+NS{F) V$ 640Q
IF(K.GT,1) II'KCH÷NS(K)-NS(K-1) V$ 6630
CHflRD-CH(KCH)+CH(II) VS 6411
GO Tq 63 VS 6&12
62 CHORD•CH(KCH) V$ 6_13
63 CONTINUE VS 6614
NCW=NWIK_])+NW(K_) VS 6615 .
DO 61 J=I_NCW VS 6_6
JJ•JJl+J VS 6417
KK-KI+J V$ 661P
IF (NW(K,ZI,EO.O) GO TO 66 VS 6419







325 FORMAT(14Xp4ZHTHF FOLLOWING ARE THF






IF (IWGLT(R),FO.O) GO TO 326





























IF(I.NE.NS(K)) GO TQ 60
















































































































IF (I .NE. NS(K)) GO TO 361 VS 64?0
IF (NW(Kj2) .EQ. O) GO TD 361 VS 6471
IF (K .EO. 1) KCH-KCH+NS(K) VS 64?2
IF (K .GT. I) KCH-KCH+NS(K)-NS(K-I) VS 64?3
361 CONTINUE V5 6¢74
TFM-CLS(I) V$ 647)
IF(I.EO,NS(K)) NSP-NS(V) VS 6_76
IF (I.EO.NSIK)) K-K÷] VS 6477
IF(LAT.NE.(-I)) TEM-O. VS 647P
CLRT=CL(I)+TEM VS 64_q
CLLT'CL(1)-TFM VS 6480
31 WRITE (JPT_32) YEpCLRT,CLLTjCM(1),CT(I)gCD(I),DMM(I)jCAVS(I) VS 6481
32 FORMAT (8(5XpF10.5)) VS 6482
WRITF(JPT,1303) VS 6483
1303 FORMAT(12X,5?He** THE FOLLOWING ARF ATTACHED POTENTIAL FLOW RESULTVS 6484
IS eev) VS 66_5
WRITE (JPTp331CLT VS 64B6
33 FORMAT (/?X,Z4HTOTAL LIFT COEFFICIENT -F10.5) VS 6487
WRITE (dPT,24) COT VS 6488
24 FORMAT (12Xp32HTOTAL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICTFNT -_FIO,5) VS 64Bq
WRITE (JPT, 35) CDCL2 VS 66q0
35 FORMAT (12Xp28HTHF INDUCED DRAG PARAMETEP -JFIO.5) VS 6491
WRITE (JPT,42) CMT VS 6402
42 FORMAT(/2Xp35HTOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIFNT -_rlO.5) VS 64_3
IF(NSUR.GT.1) _n TO 330 VS @4QG
IF(IWING(1).NE.O) GO TO 330 VS 64q5
IF(NASYM.EQ.I) GO TO 48 VS 64q6
IF(AfiS(CLT),LE,O,OO1) GO TO 4P vs 66q7
IF(NGRD.NE.O) _0 TO 68 VS 64g8
IF(IDIH.NE.O) GO TO 48 VS 6_qo
IF(KF.NF.O) GO TO 48 VS _50_
CALL DRAGtCLT_YBREAK,NCjTFLPpNAL) VS 6501
GO TO 48 VS 6502
330 WRITEIJPT,3311CL_(]) VS 6503
WRITE(JPT9332) COW(1) VS 650_,
WRITF(JPT,333) CMW([) VS 6505




WRITE(JPT,210_) CLWtT VS 6510
WRITE(JPT,2106) CDWLT VS 6511
WRITE(JPTP2105} CMWLT WS 6_12
2104 FORMAT(/SX,3OHTHE WINGLET LIFT COEFFICIENT -jFIO.6p2OH(BASED ON wigs 6513
ING ARFA)) V$ 6514
2105 FORMAT(15XeA1HTHE WINGLET PITCHING MOMENT CQEFFICIENT -_FIO,6_/ZOXVS 6515
lw2qH(_ASED ON REFERENCE _FOMETRY)) VS 6516
2106 FORMAT(I_X,38HTHF WINGLFT INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT -_FIO,6_EOH(BASVS 6517
IED ON WING AREA)) VS 6518
222
ORIGINAL P,t_ I3
OF POOR OUl_ __,TV
/
Z103 CONTINUE
1397 FORMAT (15Xp16HeWW* TAIL SURFACEJI3p4H e**l)
IF(NSUR,EO,1) GO TO 68
KZ . NSUR - 1
00 1398 I'leK2
WR ITE (JPT_.1392) I
CLTLW=CLW (I+I)-CLW(I )








:WRITE (J PT, 81 }




WRITE(JPTp342) CLTJ, CSL JCTIPpCS_UC,
WRITE (JPT*343) XB Pp XL EBAR.CTX_,XAUG8
WRITE (JPT, 8)
GO TO 346
342 FORMAT(I2Xp4HKP =pFIO°5e3Xp6H_VLE -pFIO.5e3Xe6Ht(VSE _pFIO,5p3X_
I?HKVAUG -eFlO°5)
"363 FORMAT(12XI"_H_B p =pFIO.Sj3Xp6HXBLE =pFIOo51,3Xp6HXBSE =gF]O,,5_3Xp
17HX_ ALIG =pFIO.5)










CALL CPFUS (NCUM _NT_ SCHJ CPFJ.NF 9S pYL EF J,XF JXASpLPANEL _[PAN lJ't"_<FeN_ _
1Be AMe SS_,CS_.SNP eFO_,FIOeWAR {_,IWINGpC REFt Oe NCleYPREAX tr_CO$ e_S IN_ IV e
2LPN, NS•NGRDtHEIC, HTt ATT_,IWGLT_NCe BR FAK )
CALL FUSLFT [CPF _HALFSWeCREF_SSeCSe O, XREF_CLFeCMF _CDF )
BREAK(6pIO)-CLF
IF(KALP.C-E._.AND.ABS(AI).C,T.O.O01) GO TO 93








































































































































q20 FO_HAT(/?X_3HSUMMARY OF _TTACHED FLOW RESULTS AT ALPHA
15HDEG._2X_3HH -eF?.3)
q21FDQMAT(I_X_SHCL(LS) -_FIO.5_3XtSHCLF -_FlO.St3Xt4HCt =_F]O._)
q27 FORHAT(I&X_BHC_(LS) -_FIO.St3XeSHCDF -eFIO°Se3X,4HCO =eF10.5)


















































































































331 FOPMAT(I_X,?7HTH_ WIN_ LIFT COEFFICIENT =,F10.5) VS
332 F_MAT(I_X,35HTHE WING INDUCED DRAG COEFFICTFNT -,F10.5) V_
333 FORM_T(/SX_38HTHE WING PITCHTflG ¥O_ENT C_FFFICI_NT -_FlO.fi) V$
334 FOPMATtlSX,2?HTHF TAIL LIFT COEFFICIENT =,FIO._,?IH( BASE_ ON WINGVS
] AREA)) VS
329 FORMAT(15X,35HTHE TAIL INDUCED DRAG COEFFICIENT =eF10.Se21H( BASEDVS
I ON WING ARFA)) VS
335 FORWAT(fSX,_SHTHE TAIL PITCHIN_ MOMENT COEFFICIENT BASED ON PEFEREV_
INCE WING AREA) VS
336 FORMAT(IIOX,4qHAND MEAN WING CHORD, AND REFERREr TO THE Y-AXIS =_ VS
I_10.5) VS
R1 FORNAT(I5X_hSH(N_TE. THE INDUCED DRAG COMPUTATION IS FOR SYFi-_FT_ICVS






IF (LAT .EO. O) GO TO _5 VS
WRITE(JPT,2021) FBREF_HW V_
2021 FORMATf2X_53HTHE FOLLD_IHG ROLLING AND YAWING HD_ENTS _R_ _S_D O_VS
1,15X,IqHA REFERENCE SPAN OF,FIO._,2X,23HAND A REFERENCE AREA OF_ VS
2F10.5) VS























































































241 FORWAT(12Xe4BH$STABILITY DERIVATIVES _Y POTENTIAL
242 FORMAT(I?X,51H*STABILITY DERIVATIVES WITN EnGF VORTEX
KA-I
_3q CONTINUE
IFIKA°GT.3) GO TO 45
WRITE(JPT,230) ALl
730 FORMAT(II2Y,45H$*$STABILITY DERIVATIVES EVALUATED AT
12X,THOFGREES)
WRITF(JPTe231) AM



























































































238 FDRNAT(/_X_4AH_*INCLLtDING THE EFFECT OF LF _ND
E37 FORMAT(15XP4OH*INCLUDING THE EFFECT OF LE VORTEX
IF(KA,GT.2) GO TO 45
KA=KA÷I





















46 FO_AT[/2X_SqHTHE LATERAL CONTROL PARAMETERS DUE
1TIER OFeF8o3e2Xe4HDEGoe2XebHAT M -eFB.3)
1364 FOR"AT(/_W,3_HBASED ON STABILITY AXESt ANC BI2 =eFt0.5)
45 CONTINUE
_RITE(JPT_337) HW_HALFB(1)
337 fDgMAT(/164H TH_ FOLLOWING BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT IS
















































































35q FORMAT(1OX,36H(FOP ATTACHED POTENTIAL FLOW OHLY)) VS
WRITE (JPTp_38) VS
338 FORMAT (IqXp3HYISJ$1X_qHBM(RI_HT)p6Xp8HB_(LEFT)) VS
340 FORMAT(14W,66HTHE FOLLOWING ARE THE TAIL CHARACTERISTICS F_SEO ON VS
1WING GEDMETRY_PIIOWpqHWHERE S -jFIO._p2YtqHAND _12 =_FI0.5) VS
351 FORMAT(16X_6BHTHE FOLLOWING ARE THE WINGLFT CHARACTERISTICS BASED VS
1ON WING GEOMETRY_IIOX_gHWHERE S -_FIO.SpEXpgHAND BI2 -pFIO.5) VS
KCH-1 VS




IF(K.EO.2) WRITE(JPTJ3¢O) HW_HA8 V$
IF(K.GT.1} WRITE(JPT,1213) VS
KB-K-1 . . VS
IF(K.GT.I) WRITE(JPTW13Q?} KB . V$
IF(K.GT.I) WRITF(JPTpl_13) VS
00 33q I-]wKA VS
JWING-IWING(K) VS
IF (IWGLT(K).EQ.O) GO TO 350 VS
IF (I .FO, (JWING+I)) WRITE (JPTp351) HW_HAL_(1) VS
350 CONTINUE VS
IF (IWING(V).NE.O.AND.I.GT.IWING(K)) HAR-HALF?H(K) VS
IF (I.GT.IWING(K)°AND°IWGLT(K).EQo2) HAB-HALFB(K} VS
YE-YLE(KCH)IHAP VS
KCH-KCH÷] VS
IF(I.NE.KA) AO TO 33q VS
IF(NW(K_?).EQ.O) GO TO 33q V_
IF(K.FO.1) KCH-WCH+NS(K) VS
IF(K.GT.1} KCH-KCH÷NS(K)-NS(K-I) VS
33q WRITE(JPT_32) YFpBMR(KpI)pBML(KJl) VS
WRITF (JPI,1_13) V_
1_13 FORMAT (IHO) VS
IF(K.FO.1) WRITE(JPTp1210) CBMP(K)_CBML(K) VS
1210 FOR_AT(_QH THE BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIFNT BASFO ON _ING HALF SPAN VS
1AND WING AREAp /I_Wp]RHAT THE WING ROOT -pFIO.6p2X_BH(RIGHT)j_2Xp V_
21H=,FlO.6p2Xp6H(LEFT)) VS
WRITE (JPTP1213) VS
IF(K.GT.]) WRITF(JPTpI411) CBMR(K)_CBML(K) VS
IF(IWING(F).NE.O.AND.IWGLT(K).NE.I) WRITE(JPT_]Ell)CBTR(KIeC8TLIK)VS
1211 FORMAT(68H THE BENDING MO_FNT COEFFICIENT BASED ON FIN HALF SPAN AVS
1NO WING AREAp/15X_17HAT THE FIN ROOT • _FIO.6_2X_BH(RIGHT)_2W_IH'VS
2,FIO.6_ZX.6H(LEFT)) VS
IF(IWGLT(K).EO.1) WRITF(JPT_121_) CBTR(KI_CBTL(K) VS
121_ FORMAT(ZX_68HTHE 'BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT BASED ON WING HALF SPAVF
1N AND WING AREAI10X_21HAT THE WINCLET ROOT -_FIO.6_2X_BH(RIGHT)e_ V$
22X_1H-_FlO,b_2Xw6H(LFFT)) VS
1611 FORMAT(2X_BHTHE BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT BASED fin WIHG HALF SPAVS

































































SUBROUTINE CPFUS(NTpNpB.CPF_,NF_,SeXLEFpXFtXASJ, LPANELgLPAN1.N_(FJ, NWJ,
1BBJAM,SSeC S_SNPs, FOp FIO_WAPD, IVINGp CREF_ LpNClJ, YKPDCpDSj ZVpLPNj, NS _
2NGRD_ HE IGHT j ATTe IWGLTj, NC e BPE_K)
CALCULATE PRESSURE COEFF° ON FUSELAGE
DIMENSION B (1) eXF (1) ePF (20) J,SNP [ 58 20) pWAP_(1) _NKF (].)eXAS(11
DIMENSION CPF (1 0;_0) tU(R) eV(8) I, LPANI(1 ) PNW(At _ )
OIMENS ION IWING (1)i, YK (6_ 1) eOC(6e 1) eDStbe 1) elV(I)eLPN(1) eNS (1)























FLI=F LI+B ( II )*,,S NP (NO, IP t'_SL IFNK
FL.FL+WARD (I)*SNP (ND_ I_)_SLIFNV
IF (I ,LT. MM ,OR, I ,EO, NF) GO TO 15
ND-ND+I
NN-MM














































































































A6=SORT( XP*XP+BBVRF ( I ],I,RF (Z | )
RFTL'- ( 81÷82 )IRF: ( T }
RFTO =- ( XP._A6} IRE ( I )
J-O
IF (L .NE, 0) d=l
CONTINUE
II=I+NF*( J-1 } +L PANEL
FNR=NRF(1)







IF (J .GT. 2 .ANO. ! .FO, NF) GO T_ ZO
RFL--[(AI+A2]IRF(I))**JIA2
REO--((_P÷A_)IRF(I])_*JIA6










.IF (J,EO. O) GO TO 12
U(J÷I)=U(J÷I)-(B(KK)-B(II))*RFX*SNP(NDtIP)*SL/FNK











































































































10 CONTINUE V$ 6912
IF (J .EO, 1) V(J+I)-(-V(J+I)eO,5*PI+(RFTL-RFTO)tFIO)IIS.ePI) V$ 6913'
IF(J.GT.1) V(J+l)--V(J÷l)eO.125 VS 6914
TF(J.EO.O) U(J+I)m-(FL*RFL-FO*RFO÷U(J÷I)tO.StPZ-WARO(Z)tALOG((A1 VS 6915
I+A2II(XP+A6)))IPZ4 V$ 691&
IF (J .EO. 1) U(J+I)=-(FLltRFL-FIO*RFO÷U(J+I)eO.SePI+B(II)IFJ_(PFLV_ 6917
leA2-RFOtA6))I(4.tPI) V$ 6918
IF (J .GT. _) U(J÷I).-(U(J÷I)tO.5*PI÷_(II)IFJe(RFL#A2-RFOeA6))I(4.VS 6919
ltPT] V$ 6920
V(J+I)=V(J+I)IRF(I) VS 6921
20 CONTINUE VS 6922'
J=J÷l V$ 6923
IF (J ,LE, N) GO TO 2 VS 6924
NI-2 VS 6925
IF (t .NEe O) NllN+I V$ 6926
DO 25 Kll,NT V$ 6927





GO TO 46 VS 6933









PHIT=O. ' VS _43'
00 30 J=NZpN1 VS 6q44
FJ=J VS 6945
IF (L .LF. 1) PHTX=PHIX÷U(JleCOS((FJ-1,)*THfTA] VS 6q4_
IF (t .GT. 1) PHIX-PHIX+U(J)eSIN((FJ -1.1eTHFTA) VS 6967
IF (L .LE. 1) PHIT=PHIT+V(J)_(FJ-1.)_SIN((FJ-I.)"THETA] VS _94_






























IF (AM °LEo 0.1) GO TO 26
IF (L ,NE° O) GO TO 26
AC=lo+O°2tAMtAPtVDIF VS
IF tic .LT. O.) GO TO 3¢ VS
CPF(KpI)-2°I(1,6tAMtAM)t(AC**3.5-1.) VS
GO TO 25 VS
CPFIKPI)-VDIF+AM_AM_PHIX*PNIX+AV*AM*PHIX*VDL+AM*AFI*O.25*VDL_VDL VS

















































































YAmRREAK ( l_ 1)
YAA"BR EAK (lJl)
IF (NASYM ,EQ. O) GO TO 73
yAmyK ([J,NCZ )
YA&uYA
IF (NC1 .E0. 1) GO TO 73
NC11-NC1-1
00 7#, J-1,NCll
ZA..ZA+ (YK (K,J)-YK (KpJ +1 ) )*DS (Kp J÷l )









COSD"OC (Y PI PN)
SIND=OS (K, IPN )
IF (J,GT,L PAN1 (K),AND, J,LE,LPN (W) ) ISN=2
IF (J. EO,L PN(K). AND, J,LT,LPANFL ) NN-NW(K+I pl)








IF (IV(K) ,_0, I) ISM-I
IF (NASYM ,EO, 1) I$M-1
DO 16 II-lpISX
PCP-1.





























































































































































IF {J ,LT, MM] GO TD 17






IF(IWING(K),NE°O ,ANO,IW,EQ,{IWING(W)÷I)) GO TO 14
IFfJ,EO,LPANI{K).OR,J.EO.LPN(_)) _0 TO 32



























































IF (IWING(K),NE,O.AND.IW,EQ.(IWINGfK)÷I)) _0 TO 22 VS 7109
GO TO 23 VS 7110
22 IF (IWGLTiK),EO,1) GO TO 23 VS 7111
32 ZA-O. "_ VS 7112
YA-BREAK(Kpl) VS 7113
YAA-BREAW(Kel) VS 7114
IF(HASYM,EO,1,ANDeJeFO,LPANI(W)) YA-YAP V$ 7115
IF(NASYP,EO,1.AND.J.EO.LPANI(K)) YAAeYAAP VS 7116
IF(J.EQ.LPN(K).AND.K.LT.6) YA,SREAK(K÷Ipl) VS 7117
IF(JeEOeLPN(K).ANO.K.LT.6) YAAnBREAK(K+lel) VS 711_
IF(J,EQeLPANI(KI,OR.J.EO,LPN(K)) GO TO 23 VS 711q




23 CONTINUE VS 7124
IF(NJ.NE.I) IPN-IPN÷I VS 7125
IF (J.EO.LPANltK).OR.J.EO.LPN(Y)) IPN-1 VS 7126
17 KH-O VS 7127
IF(J.FO,LPANI(W).AND,J°NF°LPN(K)) KH-] V_ 712R
IF(KH,EQ,I.AND,K,EQ,]) IW-IW-NS(K) VS 7129
IF(KH.EO.1.AND°K°GT,I) IW-IW-NS(K|+N_(K-1) VS 71_0
IF(J.EO.LPANl(KII IP-1 VS 7131
IF(J.EO,LPN(K)I IP-1 VS 7132
10 IF (J .EO. LPN(K)) K-K÷1 V$ 7133
RETURN VS 7136
END VS 7135
FORTRAN NLSTIN VS 7136
SUBROUTINE FUSLFT(CPF_HALFSWbCREFmSSjCS_LpYREFpCLLF_SV_PCDL} VS 7137
TO _ALCULATE _US_LAGE FORCES AND MnMFNTS VS 7138
DIMENSION AW(211tCST(l_)PCTL(20)tRP(20)eCPF(]Oe20)tCA(20) VS 713g
DIMENSION BW(21)pCB(20) VS 7140
COMMON IFUSI XF(2OI_XCF(2CIpRF(2OI_SNP(5_20|pXLFF_XTEF_WARD(20)p VS 71&I
1NCUMpNF,NTpCSF(5,1OItYAS(6)_NWF(_)JFOpFIOpYF_NTLJLVF_WYNpR_X_XI VS 71_
COMMON IINOUT! INPT_JPT vs 7143





00 1 I=I_NF VS 716q
XC-XF(I) VS 7150
I RPII)-FUR(XC) VS 71_1
FCUM=NCUN VS 71_2
IF (L .NF. O) GO TO 40 VS 7153
WRITE (JPT, I_) VS 7154
15 FOR_AT(II1X,SBH***FUSELAGE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS ARE GIVEN BVS 7155
235
1ELOWO#O) V$ ?156
VRITF (JPTo21) VS 7T_7
21 FORMAT (15X,65HPRE$SURE DISTRIBUTION AT THETA-LOCATION$ IN DEGREESV5 7158
1 DEFINED BELOW) V$ 7159
DO 22 I=lpNCUM VS 7160





GO TO 71 VS 7166
70 FI'I VS 7167
FCUM-NH1 VS 7160
PP-THt_180. l_I VS 716q
TP=O. VS 7170
71 CONTINUE V$ 7171
22 AW(1)-(2.*FI-I,I*PPI(2.*FCUM)+TP VS 7172
W_IT_ (JPT_23) (IpAW(1),I-ItNCUM) VS 7173
23 FORMAT (I 5(3X_SHTHETApI2JIH-e_5.1)) VS 717_
WRITE (JPT_24) (I_I-I,NCUP) VS 7175
_4 FORMAT (15X,3HWILJgWpSHTHETA_IE,q(_X_SH_HETAmI2)) V$ 7176
DO 11 I=IjNF VS 7177
XC,(_(1)-XREFIISLENTH VS ?17_
11WRITF (JPTb26)XC m(CPF(WmZ)_KeleNCUM) V$ ?17q
25 FDQMAT (11F12.5) V_ ?1no




DO 7 I-I,NCUM VS 7185





GO TO 73 VS 7101




73 COt_TINUE VS 71o6
THETA.(?,eFI-I, ItPPI(2.oFCUM]+TP V$ 7197
IF (t .GE. 2) CST(I)-SIN(THFTA) VS 71qP



















CPTD"CPTD÷CPF (V, I )*PPlFCUI _
25 CPTL'CPTL+CPF(Ktl)*CST[K)*PPIFCUM
CTL[ I ) =-2.*CPTt
IF(I.EO.NF.AND.ABS(CTL(I) ),GT.ABS(CTL(I-1) ) )
CPTO-2.tCPTD
GO-RP ( I )*SHP ( NC _,IP )*CPTO*SL I(?,*FNK)
GB=RP ( I)*SNP (_C, IP) _CTL [I )eSL/( 2.*FNK I
CA(I).GB*FNKISL
X"YP ( ; )
SISLENTH
OR_-SLOPtX)IRP[I)
SO=,SORT ( 1o +[_RX*DRX )
CA(T)-CA[I)/SO
CB (I) =GD*FNK/(SL*SO )*OPX
CAF-CAF+GO*ORX/$C
CNF=CNF+G_ISO
CMF=CMF+GB* (XF ( Z )-XPEF )/SO























































































































IF (J .EO, 1) AW(J)-AW(J)/FNF V$





* EHP]RXCAL METHOD TO FZND THF STATIHN AT WHICH THE FLOW CEASES TO PEVS



















IF (L ,NE, O) GO TO 42 VS
WRITE (JPTp31) V$
31FORNAT (15Xp6_HTOTAL PPESSURE LPADING AT _4CN X-STATIDNe BASED ON VS
1LOCAL RADIUS) VS
WkITF (JPT,_2) V$
32 FORMAT (/SX_3HXIL_qX_6HR_CXUS_6Xp?HLDADXN_) V3
DO 3q I-I_NF VS
_C=YF(I)ISLENTH VS


































































IF(L,EQ.O) GO TO 60
CLLF-SUM
60 CONTINUE
IF (L ,HE. O) GO TO 43








35 FORRAT(15Yp_3HTHE FUSELAGE POTENTIAL MOMENT CnFFFICIENT =pFIO.5|
36 FORMAT (15X941HTHE FUSELAGE POTENTIAL LEFT COEFFICIENT =eFlO.5)



















FORMAT(2X,/45HTNF FOLLOWING VALUES ARE OBTAINED BY IGNORINGI46HTHEVS
I AFT VISCOSITY-DOMINATED REGION, SEE DATCOM) VS
3q _ORWAT(ITXw31HTHE FUSELAGE LIFT COFFFICIEN'f =tF10,5] V_
44 FD_MAT(15X,_HTNE FUSELAGE MOPFNT C_EFFICIFNT -tFIO._) VS
RETURN VS
END VS









































































































TF (K,FO.11 NKtNK÷NVRTX (K I V$ 73_I
IF (K. GT.I.JNO._VRTX (1() °NE:.O} NK =NW+MVRTX (K }-NS (1"-1)
IP'O
IF(KoGT,1) IP'NS (K-Z)
S.NS ( K )
ZF(K,GT,I) N,,NS (K)-NS (K-1)
IF (|WIN_(K) ,NE,t_,AND,K,EC,] ) M.,TWINr-.(Y )




IF (K. C,T. 1 .AhD..UVOTW [_ ) ._F o0) IQ ..P-_VRTY (v) ÷'1.¢ (Y-1)
IF(NC(KIoFO,,_] r._ TD _,
IF(NC(K}.FO.2 ,AHD, P_Vr:TX(Y).NE.O) _q TO





IF(ABS(SWEEP(KHI-SWEEP(KH+I)I,GT,O°I) GO TO 7
#, CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE
MSTP ( K ) =0
MX(K)=I
HREF- HALFB (K)-BREAK (Kj,IG )
YREF-BREAW(W, IG)








IF (vt _.(KH).r,T.nP_K (v, IF )._n,YL¢ {VUl .t T.BPF^v (VpTF+]) )
IE.IF÷I
GO Tn 11
HRFr--_Rf_V (;:,I_,,1 )-npE_K (Yp IC_)
YPEF,.BPEAK (Yl,Ir.1
YA (K) =RP_AK (Y_ IE÷! )
IF(N_SYM.EO,O) GO TO 8
IF{Y_EF,LT.O.) YREF'BR[AY(K_IE+I)
Ir(YA(K).LT°O.) YA(K )'-BREAK (K_I¢,)
IF(YA(K)°LT.O, ) YA(K)'-BREAK (K_'[F)
8 CONTINUE
MI=NVRT_(W)














































































































IF IICAM IK )*NE,O.OR,NLEF (K),EO,I) ICHV'I
IF(ICHK,EO.1) %XY'2









IF (WJ .FO. 1) NX-N
IF (KJ .EO. 2) N-NX










FI_PM_T(/2Y,?IHt#*FOg $111_F,_C,c NI.PMPFDp _3#2Y_H'g,i'_)
IF (KJ, EO. 1 o&Nr),I WY, FO._) ;RITF (JPTp6?)
IF {RJ,EO. 1,AND. IXY.EO,I) W_ITE(JPT_60)
IF (KJ,EQ.Z.AND,IXY.EOo2) WRITE(JPT_66)








IF (NASYM. EO. I,_ND, IO, _0,2) YREF -0,
IF(NASYM.EO,I,AND,ID, EO.2) HREF-H_LFBIW )
IF(IVIK),EO.1) GO TO 90
IF(KB.NE.O) GO TO 17
WRITE [ JPT,3) M?_KH_ M_ NI,NF_IE_MX(K )
WRITE(JPT,2} YREFa, HREF











































































































C WRITE {6,100) IIPY_SK(I)pTTgSL(I)
100 FORMAT (_XpI4, 4F10.5)
AS-CS(II)
IF (KJ .Fe. 2) JS-C,A$(II)
10 C (II.AS*Sw(I)/(CB*SN?I




NCDL=MI (K ,YC )
KLL=O
J(l}'O.
DP 16 J=1 ,M
IFfJ,LT*NCI1L) C,O TO 26
KLL=NCnL-1
KC=_(C÷I
NCOL =NCOL+MI (Kw WC )-1
E4 KL=J-KLL
IF (NASYM. FO, 1,AND, ID, EO,1) KL=M-( J-_LL ) +1
FM=MI (K_KC)
JJ=J
IF (NASYM. EO.I.AND,ID,EO.I ) JJ=M-J÷I
TG-T(JJI
AC-WIOTH (Y pKC }/HREF/C (JJ }ISL (JJ)eSJ (KpKL ,YC }iCDS ((I-I. }_TG )'/FM
16 J(I)=A(1)÷A£
15 IF(I.NE.I)A(I )-2.*A(I }
l_=XC
IF (IO. EQ. 2.AND.KB,EO.O) Y_Z(Kp2)=WC
DO 20 I-I,M
C(I)=A(I!
K3 " M - ]
DO Z3 ]'J=I_K3




C WRITE (JPTp2) (CS(1),I-II,IK)













































































































IF (I,GT,2,AND.C (It. LT.C(I-111
IFIC(It.GT.C[I-I)) ZCN=ICN÷I
IF(T. FO.Z.AND.C (_ ] ,LT,C (I-11)
IF(ICN.[:O,I] GO TO 19













IF(C(I ),GE.C(Z-1) ) INmlN+I
IF(C (_ } ,LT,C ( I-1 ),AND,IL,LE,IPK)













O-O+a ( IJ+t )$C03 (IJSTI ]
D=D/SIN(TI )
IF(D.LToCMAX] (;0 TO 60
CMA_=D
TT=T!





















































































































WRITE(JPTe70) YRAR V$ 75_4
70 FORMAT (12Xp38HCFNTRDID TD MAX, SUCTION FORCF_ Y_AR -p;10,5) VS 755_
WRITEfJPTp?2) _C V$ 7556
72 FORNAT (12X,5OHTDTAL SUCTION FORCE TO MAW. CSeCI(CB*SIN(ALP)**2)-_V$ 7557
1FlO, 5) V$ 7558
GO TO lB V$ 7559
17 YBAR-YBR(W_In) VS 7560





DO 40 I-l,e VS 7566
KH'I÷NK V$ 7567
IF(N&SYF,EO,1,AND°IO°EO,1) KH-H-VH+Z V$ 7568
IF(KB.EO,O.AND.I,EQ,I) FST-COS(SWEEP(KH)| VS 7569
SWO-SWEEP(KH) V$ 7570
IF(NASYM.EO.1.AND.ID.EO.I) GO TO 31 V$ 7571
IF(VB.EO.1.ANO.I.FO.I) FST-COS(SWFKP(KH)-P_) V$ 757Z
IF(KR.EO°Z.AND.I.EQ.I) FST-COS(SWEEP(_H)+BK) V$ 7_73
GO TO 32 VS 7_74
31SWO--SWO VS 757_
IF(KR.EO.].AND.I.EO°I) FST-COS(SWO÷BK) V$ 757&
3? CONTINUE P$ 7577
IFfKB.EO.O) Gn TO 81 V$ 757P
FSS-COS{SWFEP(VH)) V$ 7579
FT'O. VS 7580
IF(F$S.GT.OoO01) FTmSIN(SWO)IFSS V_ 75fll
$N'1. V_ 7582




YYI-YN(Njl) V$ 7_B _
YY2-YN(N,2) V_ 758P
IF(NASYM,EO.I.JNP.ID,EO,I)YYI-AB_(YN(Np2)) V_ 758 _)
IF(NASYM.EO.I,AND,ID,EOol) YY2oABS(YN(Nel)) VS ?500
WRITE(JPT93) N_KH_MtNK V$ 75QT •
RYI-(YY1-Y_EF)/HREF V$ 75q2
IF(RYI,GT.YBAR) GO TO 45 V$ 7593
RY2-(YY2-YRFF)/HP_F V$ 75q6 ,
IF(Kq.Eo.o} SWP-_WO VS 75q5 '
















IF(AnStSWP-PII2.),LT,O,OO],OR,SWP._T,PII2,) _0 TO 43
F$-COS(SWP)













IF(IAGVX,NE,O.AHD.ID,EO*2) GO Tn 66













W_ITE (JPTP71) YBARL "
FORMAT (12X93BHL.E. LENGTH OF MAX, SUCTION CFNTROID -,F10._)
IF (YJ .EO. I .kND. IXY .tO. 2) GO TO q
Y=YBARL
YCMX(YpIO)°Y
IF(Y.LT.2.5) ALPBD(KpID)=q. lqs-Yet?3.T34-Y_(bO.B1-Y*(33._33 -
1Y_(7.3q1-O.581tY))))
IF(Y*GE,2,5) ALPBD(K_ID)'38.










































































































' , . .
/: / i ¸
IF(Kq.EO.1) WRITF(JPTp77) V$ ?646
IF(KB,EO.2) WRITE(JPT_7R) V$ 7647
76 FOR.AT(SX,SZH(WITHOUT CAMBER CORPECTIONt FPR SYMMETRICAL LOAOTNG))VS 7648
77 FORMAT(SXw55H(WITHOUT CAMBER CORRECTIONe FOR RIGHT WIHG IN $IOESLIVS 7649
lP)) VS ?650
7B FORNAT(§X,_4H(WITHOUT CAMBER £nRRECTION, FOR LEFT ¥ING IN SIOESLIPV$








IF(IV(K),EO,_) GO TO 2E
IF(ICHK,EQ.1) GO TO _6
IF (IXY ,EO. 1) GO TO Z2
E6 CONTINUE
K2 • M_(K) ' ' . ,.





























IF (SB .GT. 0,) PA-ACOS(SORT(SB))
PB-ALP-PA
ALPRO(K_IO)=ALPBO(KpID)+PB






IF(NWIKj2),EO,O) GO TO 80
IF(K.EO.1) NK-NK+NS(K}
IF(K.GT.1)I NK-NK+NS(K)-NS(K-1)



















IF(O_.GE.O.72) GO TO 1
IFCOW.GE.O._) DA'6. ..1



































































. ' ' • .. .. 247 I
!WRITE(JPTp3) KpDA





DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF VORTEX-BREAKOO_N POINT ON THE WING
ZFfALPDT.GEoB.) CO TO 1
BOPT=ALPDT*(O.456q7446-ALPDT*[O.IbI51??;-ALPDT*(O.03033014 VS
-ALPDT*(O.OOE71qq4-ALPDT_O.0000qEOZ)))) VS







TO CALCULATE _ENDING MOMENT DISTRIBUTION ON LZ_TZNG SURFACES VS



























































































IF(NI.EO.I .ANO. I.GT.NNC] GO
IF(NASYM.EO,1 .AND. WRL,EO,Z)











JF(KRL,EOoO .A_D, M.EO,NKC) GO TO 8











' IF (M.EO,NWING(L)) AREA-HALFSW
IF (M,EO. NWING(L)) HAB=HALFBIL)
IF(NASYM,EQ°O) GO TO 18
IF(WRL°EO,O) GO TO 18


















(I.NE.NC(L)) D IHEFC =OC (L, M)*OC (L j M-l) +DS ( L_,M)'|'D._ (L |,tl-1)













































































































fF (J .FO. 1) A(J]-A(J)IFM





IF(NASYM.EO.1 .AND. I(RL.FO.2) JK,.K
IF(_I.EO.1 .AND, £,GT,NNC) JK=K
KK-,JK+NST
KL,,KK+KO
WRITE (JPT, IO0) K_pKLg_OjJX
FORMAT (5(6X,I4))
IF(NASYM,EO,O) GO TO 25
IF(KRL,EO,O) GO TO 25
IF(I,GT,NNC) GO TO 26
CONTINUE
IF(R.EO,.MI) GD TO 15























































































_6 BM(L,WK)-O, VS 78_8
1'0 CO_;TINUE VS 7859
KOT=K_T÷MMI-I V$ 7860
WRITE(JPT,50) (A(K),K=I_MM%) VS 7861
WRITE(JPT_50) WSPAN_SUM_RE_,H_R_SUMM_SUMF VS 7862
IF(NASYM.EO.O) GO TO 27 VS ?B_g
IF(KRL.EO.O) GO TO 27 VS 78_6
IF(I.GT.NNC) GO TO 2q V$ 7865
















IF(NI.EO.I .AND. IoEO.NNC) GO TO 30
IF (T.EQ.NC(L)) GO TO 20
IF(NASYM.EO.I .AND. KRL.EO.2) GO TO 2P




































































































YAAt qR FAK (1J1)
IF(NASYM.EO.O| GO TO _0
YA-YK (IJ,NCI)
YAA-YA
IFtNCI._O.I) GO TO 30
NCII-NCI-I
DO 31 J-ItNCll



















IF (J.GT.LPANI(L) .AND.J.LE,LPN(L) ) NN-NW (L_,2)
FN-NN
NI(,,NN
IF(J.GE.LPAN1 (L) .AND. J.LT.LPN(L ) ) NK=HW(Lp2)
IF (J.EO.LPN(L).AND. J.LT.LPANEL) NK=NW(L÷IP1)
XZ=XN(Jpl}-X
XZ-XN( Jp2)-X
X12=XN (Jp 2)-XN( Jp 1)
Y12=YN ( Jj. 2 )-YN ( J J.1)
















































































































IF(LAT.NE°O,AND°IV(L)°EO°O) GD TO 14 VS
IF(KF°EO.O) GO TO 14 V$









IF (LAT .FO. O) F45=F45*FCP VS
IF (LAT .NE. O) F12=FISeFCP VS
F3-UUBI*YZI/ALB1 V$





IF(J,LT,MM) GD TD 6 VS





IF (IWING(L),NF,O,AND,IW.EQ,(IWING(L)÷I)) _O TO 17 VS
IF(J.EO.LPANI(L).DR.J.EO.LPN(L)) GO TO 5 VS






















































IF {_IASYM.EO.1 .AND.I PN ,LT,NCI) XJ=l
IFINJ.EOol] IPN"I PN÷I
ZA=_A+ (YK (L j I PN I-YA )eDS (L p I PN)
YAA.YAA+ (Y_ (L _,IPN )-YA )eOC (Le IPN )
YA=YK ( lP I PN)
IF (IWING(L),NE°O°ANO,IW,EO.(IWING(L)+I)) GO TO 20
GO TO 21
20 IF (TWGLT(L).EO.1) GO TO 21
ZA=O.
YA-RREAK(LJ] )
YAA"BRFAK (L. J1 )
IF (_4ASYM. EO. I,ANO.J ,,FO.LPANI (L) ) YA=YAP
TF(NASYM.EOol.ANDeJ,,EO,LPANI(L) ) YAA=YAAP
IF (J.EO.LPN (L) .AND.L.LT.6) YA=FRFAK(L÷lpl)
IF (J.EO.LPN(L) °AND.LoLT,6) YAA=_REAK (L+191)
IF(J,EO,LPANI(L).OP.J.EO.LPN(L)) GO TO 21
IF (IWGLT(L).NF,2) GO Tt') 21
ZA,,YK (LpNC(L)-2 )cOS (L J1 )







IF (J.E O.LPANI(L ) .AND. J.NE.LBN(L )) WH-1
IF (KH.EO.I°AND.L.EQ.1) IW-IW-NS(L)
IF (KH. EO.1,AND,L ,GT,I ) IW-IW-NS(L)+NS(L-I)
IF(J°EO.LPANI(L) } IP-I
IF(J.EO.LPN(L)) IP-l




SUBPDUTINE DRAG (CLTeYBREAKj, NCtTFLPpNAL)






COMMON IAERDI AM_BJCL(50)PCT(50)_CD(50)pCP(50) VS
COMMON ICDNST/ NCSgNCWpMI(btS)pMJWI(_9_pS)_MJW2(6_Z_5)_NJW(6_)_ VS
INFP(6),NWf6_2) VS












































































8B-YK (II )*HaL FB (1)
IF (BB .LE. BREAK)
NK-MI( It IC )-1
IC-IC+I
NO-M1 (ItIC }-i


















T(I.-tYLE(I} IHAL FB(I ))*e2)
GO TO 12
GO TO 60

































































































































45 FORMAT (/2Xp23HF_R-FIFLD INDUCED DRAG-pFiO._)
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